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ABSTRACT
Teleworking has been studied in many ways. This project strays f?om the
typical study and uses a syrnbolic interactionist fknework to study how
teleworkers and non-teleworkers interpret working &om home. This project

is conceptudized as an exploratory, qualitative study seeking to expand the
awareness of how the experience of telework is interpreted by teleworkers
- -

and non-teleworkers. The study is inductive and seeks to develop theory fkom
fieldwork.

The method of in-depth i n t e ~ e w i n gwas used to access the sensemaking of
thirteen teleworkers and three non-teleworkers. During the study it became
apparent that what was being uncovered was as much about work as

telework. With this discovery, Giddens' (1984)structuration theory was
applied to analyze the results at an institutional level.
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A SYMBOLIC INTEMCTIONIST STUDY OF TELEWORK
1.0 Introduction

nten I screm Rom t k top of my lungs, w k ' s goin' on. - .

From the Song 'What's Up" by the 4 Non Blondes.
Decisions are being made to 'telework' by both organizations and individuals. These

decisions are king made with simplistic views of what telework is or is not. Central to
the idea of teleworking is the teleworker. The teleworker makes sense of the telework

phenomenon and this phenomenon changes to suit this understanding. Providing a
richer view of what the teleworkers 'do' may help both those exploring the idea of
teleworking and those already engaging in teleworking to gain a deeper understanding

of the telework phenomenon and its implications for work.
The academic and popular understanding of telework is a miscellany of ideas. The

writers on telework have highlighted varieci characteristics of teleworking. However,
are these characteristics in fact the ones experienced in the everyday life of a
teleworker? Perhaps we need to go deeper into the realm of teleworkhg and explore
the experiences of the everyday teleworker. It is only by asking the individuds who
telework and recogninng that multiple views of telework rnay exist that we will access

nch and variai meaning on the effect of telework on everyday Me. Further, by
working with individuals and examining the everyday life experience of the teleworker,
issues related to telework that fail to surface in the fiterature and that need to be
considered rnay be uncovered.

Telework, a flexible work arrangement allowing workers in organizations the ability to
work from home, has been embraced by companies, practitioners, and academics as a
progressive work arrangement. It is often describeci as a new way of working that

offers workers and organizations &e the potential to reach new levels of excellence
and perhaps enhance the work experience. Telework has been painted as a new way of

worlcing and the number of organizations who 'do it' is expanding rapidly. The
Gartner Group (1996) estimates that in 1997 there wiii be fifteen million U.S.
teleworkers and eight million European teleworkers. They also p d i c t that more than
eighty percent of organizations will have at least Nty percent of their staff- involved
in

some form of remote access by 1999. As such, wmpanies are looloiig for 'how-to'

guidelines and large numbers of people see themselves as pioneering a new way of
working.
But is it really a new way of working? Are teleworkers somehow different from other

workers? What is 'itn that the Gartner Group is counting? Why do we even care? The
move to working from home and working with distant people is old and even
cornmonplace now. So who are the teleworkers? Who gets to work in this manner?
Wh y is telework considered a new way of working? 1s telework different fiom work?
1s something happening with telework that is changing the fundamentai nature of work?

What distinguishes telework, why does it need distinguishing and what are the

consequences of the distinction? Finaiiy, why is it even important to answer al1 these
questions?
1.1 Telework Literature Review

Telework has become a furiously researched subject. The telework rhetoric typicaliy
deals with the visible issues of remote work locations and technology and how to use

them effectively (Gordon, 1988; Olson, 1983). Two approaches are prominent, The
First research approach is prescnptive. It is primarily concemeci with how to

imptement successful telework programs. The -ch

includes how to choose

effective teleworkers (Belanger, 1996), program advice for managers (Ford, 1991;

Hartman et al., 1992; Wilkes, 1994), and Frameworks for determinhg the suitability of

implementing teIework in an organization (Fritzet al., 1994). The second research
approach examines the impacts of telecommuting (telecornmuting is an often-used

substitute for the term telework) on society, organizations, and individuals. The data
for this research typically coma from surveying individuals who fall within a particuiar
definition of telework or working closely with the management of an organization
known to telework. Typically cited benefits of teiecommuting for society are: Iess air
pollution, less crowding in cities, lower demand for fossil hels and less Wear and tear
on highway transportation systems (Humble, Jacobs and Van Sell, 1995). . These
perspectives are ofkn gleaned from govemment reports and included in research as
fact; whereas, it is in fact often speculation. Orgaxhtions assumably benefit from
productivity gains and lower rates of absenteeisrn and turnover.' Benefits for
individuals denved from survey data are: improved quality of life at work and the
quality of Life away from work by enhancing the telecornmuter's concentration,
flexibility , and control over time. Disadvantages derived from survey data include
isolation and the lack of credibility regarding work status (Humble et al., 1995; Shamir
and Salomon, 1985; Skyrme, 1994). Telecommuters, typically but not unanimously,

report more time with the family, more leisure tirne, lower transportation and clothing
costs, and lower stress levels. Further research that covers sociological issues includes
such things as increasing the communication effectiveness of teleworkers (Chadwick,
1996), exarnining the risks of exploitation for those working at home (De Villegas,

1989; Di Martino and Wirth, 1990), or examining the social and environmental impact
of working at home (Gurstein, 1990). Raghuram et al. (1996) was one interesthg

study that explored how telework afkcted organizational and individual-level outcornes
such as productivity, satisfaction, and cornmitment. The researchers did indepth
interviews of teleworkers, their managers, and their subordinates. However, this study
differed from other studies in how it examined the problem. The Raghuram study
(1996) expressed the idea of working in another location using the constnict of distance.

First, they reviewed historicd developments in work and then demonstrated how
distance has emerged as a core operative in telework. Distance was M e r explored as
1

The magnitude of productivity gains varies from study to study. Typically, the range
of gains reported is from 10 to 200 percent. Interestingly, only productivity gains have
been reported.

a constxuct and then used to explore the organizational implications of telework. This
study was illuminating both in its examination of organizational impiications and in
highlighting the importance of moving p s t the conventional to gain Uisight into

telework. The Raghuram (1996) shidy offen a usehl example of using a dinerent Iens
to examine a subject.
-

-

As an organization or individual interested in pursuing information about the 'how" of
telework the sources are extensive. Information on telework is found in books,
academic articles, practitioner conferences, newsletters, the Intemet, on-line forums,
and discussion groups (Cornpuserve, AOL, Prodigy). However, the review of

literature reveals a paucity of ernpirical research and a lack of theoretical foundation.
Additionally, what is missing from the literature is an understanding of how teleworkers
make sense of the teleworking experience. There is an absence of understanding about

how the teleworkers adapt and adjust to working at home. Indeed, unless we explore
the everyday life of the teleworkers themselves how can we truly understand the
telework expenence?
Telework research has typically been conducted in a positivist fashion and has adopted
a managerialist tone. Positivism is a philosophical system based on the assumption that

there is an objective tmth existing in the world that can be revealed through the
scientific rnethod where the focus is on rneasuring relationships between variables
systematically and statistically (Casseli and Symon, 1994). Researchers seek to enplain
and predict what happas in the teleworking world by searching for regularities and
causal relationships between its constituents. This is counter to the interpretivist
philosophy that one cm only 'understand' by occupying the frame of reference of the
participant in action. Telework itself can be studied using either framework but the
majority of cunent research has used the positivist approach. In fact, a substantial
body of research exists on telework. Part of the reason for a positivist approach might

be telework's link to the pragmatic world of business where quantitative and 'objective'

data is preferred in rnaking strategic decisions about how to implement telework

prograrns. The cunent research on telework has been mainly studied from the
organizational perspective. Surveys, detailed questionnaires, and interviews are
common methods used. Positivist case studies of organizations represent a perticularly

popular method (Hughson and Goodman, 1986; PonTeU, 1996; Skyrme, 1994). Many
theones have focused on the rational or individual nature of teleworking and much
insight has purported1y been gained about teleworhg. Concems for effieency,
effectiveness, and irnplementation have been based on logical and scientific concepts
(Chadwick, 1996; Di Martino and Wirth, 1990; Ramsower, 1985). These studies

offer usehl and practical information. However, these studies do not caphtre what
telework means to the individuals who do it nor is it their purpose to do so. Yet we

still need to examine the meaning of teleworking by talking with those who 'do it'. But
before we can do that we need to understand how to distinguish telework fiom other
work.
1.2 What is [not] Telework?

Many authors have highlighted the lack of a clear definition for telework (Hartman et
al., 1992). Authors argue that the current research lacks a taxonomy for i d e n t w g and
studying different types of telework (Fritz et al., 1994; Hartman et al., 1992). For
example, telework could encompass mobile workers, individuais who work fiom home,
and individuals who work from satellite offices. To confuse things hirther there is no

consistent vocabulary . Many authors (Di Martino and Wirth, 1990; Heilmann, 1988)
use the term telework interchangeably with other terms such as telecomrnuting, distance

work, or remote work. Telecommuting is often the term used in the litemture and

practice. However, the word telecomrnuting highiights the importance of the cornmute
and not the work itself. 'Telework' describes the phenornena more appropriately as

understanding 'work' is important in gaining an understanding about telework.
Regardless of the terminology used, confusion about telework stiil exists.

There are many definitions of telework. Fritz et al. (1994) define telework as 'the

geographical distribution of work by an organhtion enabled by information

technology." MeQumie (1994) defines the term telecommuting as "a work
arrangement in which employees work in their homes and 'cornmute' to th& offices
through the use of such technologies as computers, modems, fax machines, and
electronic mail." Kraut (1987), who chooses to use the word telework, uses a
definition similar to McQuarrie's. Kraut (1987) defines telework as 'the use of
computers and telecommunications equipment to do office work away froma centra!,
conventional office." Ford's (1995) more narrow definition of telecommuting is 'the
substitution of communicationstechnology for travel to a central work location. " Other
authors simply view telework as an innovation (Ruppel, 1996), as work patterns with
flexibility in location and time (Bailyn, 1988) or as remote work arrangements
(Hartman et al., 1992). These remote work arrangements can include working at a

client site, on the airplane, at a hotel, from the home, or from offices in suburb
locations, sometimes called telecentres.
It is useful to examine in some detail a definition used in the literature. Di Martino and

Wirth's (1990) defmition of telework is often appropriated by other authors and offers a

good example of a typical definition of teiework;
" Telework is a form of work in which (a) work is performed in z location

remote from central offices or production facilities, thus separating the worker
from personai contact with CO-workersor any others there; and @) technology

enables this separation by facilitating communication. "

Within this broad definition, Di Martino and Wirth (1990) distinguish two main types
of telework:

telework performed in a location near or in the worker's home;
telework performed in a business-determined location. These are often
called telecentres. This form of telework is pnmarily aimed at cost
reductions or better s e ~ c h of
g the market and includes telecentres, client
sites, and offices in suburb locations.

There is some pattern to di of the defuiitions with an emphasis on rernote work

arrangements, flexibility, the use of infornation technology, location, and
organizational employees. These can be distilleci to the three main themes of location,
organization, and technology. However,there is ambiguity and no r d consensus in
descnbing telework. Depending on the author's emphasîs teiework can &@de and

mean many things. For example, if an organizational employee works away h m the
office at a client site, this fits the definition of telework but is rarely wnsidered as
'teleworking '.
Di Martino and Wirth provide a usefui definition because it encompasses three critical

constructions used within the telework literature: location, organization, and
technology. Many other authon dong with the authors mentioned earlier dso use
sirnilar definitions that contain these three themes (Fritz et al., 1994; Hughson and
Goodman, 1986; van SeU and Jacobs, 1994). Examining the different assumptions
made in defining telework may provide some clarity on what telework can encompass

and where the assumptions lead.

First, telework is viewed as being restricted to a particufar location other than the

traditionai office (Beianger, 1996; Ford and Butts, 199 1; Gordon, 1988). This office

can b e at a client site, at a hotel, in a car, at the home, at a neighborhood office

cornplex, or perhaps a combination of all, including the office (Hartman et al., 1992;
but, 1988). However, it seems the assumption is t y p i d y made that the location the

work is being done at is in the home (Bailyn, 1988; Fritz et al. 1994; Wilkes et al.,
1994). This is particulariy true for those examinhg an organizational perspective.

Thus, telework is mainly concerned with the home environment as the main location of

work other than the office,
Second, telework is concemed with organizational employees (Gordon, 1988; Hughson
and Goodman; Skyrme, 1994; Turban and Wang, 1995; W&es et al., 1994). Working

fiom home is not necessarily kleworking unless you are an employee of an
organization (Hartman a al., 1992). The scenario of a consultant working for a large
firm that employed this individual's services but, in fact, these seNices were provided

fiom the home would f a outside the realm of what is t y p i d y definecl as telework.

These individuais may do work 'for' an organization but it can be argued that they are
not part of the wrporate body itself. The same would be true if an indivh&@was seif'
employed and used the home as a base office. Focusing on organizationd employees as

part of defining telework excludes the category of selfsmployed home workers because
they do not work for an organization. Selfemployed home workers are an important

category themselves and some of the expiences they have would be simüar to

organizational teleworkers, but there would also be many differences, and tbey are
typically placed outside the popular realm of telework research. Thus, being an

organizational employee is an important part of the understanding of telework.
Third, technology is perceived as the enabler of telework. Many authors view
information technology as the enabler of working anywhere at anytime (Bailyn, 1988;
Belanger, 1996; Stanko, 1994; Turban and Wang, 1995; Van SeU and Jacobs, 1994)
That is, technology offers the capability to " cornmute" to the office (Molchtarian and

Salomon, 1994; Robertson, 1989). E-mail, telephones, computers, and fia machines

are the twls that aiiow work to be done anywhere (Kraut, 1988). Employing
technology to do the work from a location other than the office is a criticai component
of what is perceived as telework. Importantly, it is the connection of computers to a

larger network that is often viewed as the impetus in moving the work f?om a central
office. Many proponents of telework feel that without technology telework would not
exist. Thus, technology is considered an important component of telework.
Depending on how one examines and defines each of these constructions detennines
how narrow or bmad the resulting definition becomes. Still, even with the broadest

defuiition the current understanding of telework further precludes a Mnety of work.

Telework saems to be concerned with wage work. Other work king done at home is

necessarily excluded. Moreover, telework is typically described as work that deals
exclusively with information and is typically white-collar work (Shamir and Salomon,
1985). It is unlikety that a construction worker could telework. Even within the reaim

of white-collarjobs it is deemed that several categories are not suitable to teleworking.
For example, management often is expected to be in the office so as to be accessible to
employees. One must also distinguish between high-level jobs and low-leye! clencal
jobs when investigating telework because those in low-level jobs are more Wrely to be
exploited (Bailyn, 1988). Wilkes et al. (1994) suggest that appropriate policies and
procedures should be developed to determine which workers and jobs are candidates for
teleworking. So if telework is seen as a new way of working, it seems to marginalize
other categories of work and workers. For example, some studies suggest the need for
workers to have appropriate behaviorai characteristics in order to be successful
teleworkers (Fritz et al. , 1994). Also, as discussd earlier, it appears that telework
subscribes to particular constructions. For example, rnost of the telework literature,
practitioner articles, and organizationai documents use at least one of the three
constmctions of location, organization, and technology when defining telework.
Focusing on location, organization, and technology results in missing some other
worthwhile aspects of telework, such as examining the time division between time spent

worlang in the office and time spent working at home. Within these descriptions and
definitions of telework there was no specific mention of how much time needed to be
spent away from the ofnce to be considered a teieworker. However, to be explicit, a
person's entirejob does not need to be seen as telework. Rather, telework should
describe part of the job. There was some understanding that it would be a regular work
day that was spent working from home. That is, the day spent working away h m the
office had to be a weekday. Working on a weekend from the home, although sirnilar in
form to telework was actuaily not considered telework. Some studies (Hartman et al.,

1992) noted that using technology to facilitate overtime work after spending the day in
the office should also not be considered telework. Moreover, the individuals doing this

type of work and the organization facilitating it would probably not view this activity as

teleworking. The telework working arrangements Vary depending on how much t h e is
spent working in an office and how much time is spent working elsewhere. Thus, an
additional construction of telework that may affect how telework is experienced is time
spent at the office and time spent working elsewhere.
Telework itself, u p n first glance, seems to be organizational employees working
. some
of the time from home. Still, researchers have smiggied to subscribe to a
comprehensive definition of telework and in doing so wmpücated what rnight be simply
defined. It has to be reaIized that telework itself is not some 'real' phenornenon but one
that is entirely Our imaginary construction with multiple inclusions and exclusions. My
purpose is not to explore the contradictions surrounding the term telework as argued by

academics or advocates of telework. Rather, I want to ûy to understand the wmmonsensical understanding of telework in a manner that considers how teleworkers
constnict their notion of telework. Simply, I want to delve into how teleworkers
themselves expenence 'telework' .
Merely choosing one definition and focusing my research to fit the scope of that
definition would have been one simple approach. However, upon investigating the
descriptions of telework I determineci that the multitude of meanings would make this

line of action problematic. I would necessarily choose a definition that privileges one
particular notion of telework when what I want is to have the respondents 1 interviewed
define the notions of telework important to them. Moremer, even though the
definitions privilege one aspect of telework, they also hold multiple meanings. This
pluraiity of meanhg is part of the problem.
Depending on the defînition chosen, telework can inchde several work arrangements.
Instead of becoming caught in the spiraling argument that occurs when we pursue this

line of reamning, 1 have decided to focus on people who dehed themselves as
teleworkers. These individuals have an implicit definition of telework. To them
telework appears to be the following types of work:

1.3 Work
Individuals perceive work differently. One of the most common questions we ask when

we first meet someone is 'what do you do for work?" or 'what do you do for a
living?" In the questionhg there is the implicit understanding of work as an activity and

as a location. We often have the expectation that 'we go to work to do the workw. For
~
example, stating that 1 work ol the university of Caigiuy suggests that not O Q Idoesthe

university of Calgary pay my wages but that 1physically travel there to do my work.

Work is also often thought of as something done for money. We do not work for free.

The exception of school homework (or graduate work for that matter) cornes to mind.
However, this is done with the hop that it will eventually lead to work with wages. In
fact, school homework may be a child's first expenence with the idea of work as

something tedious, requiring effort, and taking away from other " funw activities.
Moreover, in spite of the consciousness-raising efforts of feminists, " workn is
generaüy equated with " wage-workn. It referentiaily excludes domestic, non-paid
labor, and must be preceûed by the qualifier "volunteern when done outside the home
for no wage (Nippert-Eng, 1995). Also, a person's work is often used to help us
decide a person's wonh. If we are introduced to a veterinary doctor we may be

impressed by their love for animals and that they have dedicated so much to helping
animals or we rnay think what a f d s h occupation. Without digressing too much this

example highlights the importance of personal beliefs in determinhg the worth or value
of something.
Work itself symbolUes a healthy economy. The assumption of many world leaders is
that if we ail are workîng then the 'economy', another complicated symbol, will thrive.
Work is also deemed to be honorable. Schools at aii levels are geared to educating in
order to employ. In fact, degrees in history, psychology and the arts, to name a few,

are Iabeled purposeless by both those who take them and those in other more practical
faculties Iike engineering or commerce. I do not wish to argue about the value of a
degree; but rather, I want to highlight the perspective of education as the bridge to

employment. In today's society, work ha9 becorne the predominant fmture in shaping
who we are and what others thhk o f us.

Work is a fascinating subject and one not eady bound and partitioned. Instead it can
be looked at in many frames. Work does not refer to particular types of activities.
'One man's work is another man's playwis an appropriate if sornewhat ove-msed
adage.

-

Work is often understood in comparative terms. We leave work to go 'home'

or to go and 'pursue leisure'. This is emphasized when we look at weekend pursuits.
In many cases work is a means to an end. It is cornmonly beiieved that happiness

depends on leisure. Aristotle wrote in his Ethics, 'Because we occupy ourselves so
that we

rnay have leisure, just as we make war in order that we may live at peace." In

modem times this means workhg for the weekend. We work so that we may enjoy our
leisure time and our home.2 Even if out work is pleasurable we work so that we may
make money to do other pleasurable activities. Devry, a technical school, has created
an advertising campaign, " It's as much fun as work can get," that accents society's

assumption that work is not usually fun.
1.4 Work and Home

Work represents Our public persona (Goffman, 1959). We typicdly dress and act
differently when we go to work than when we stay at home. Home is where we can be
ourse~ves.~
Home is where we utterly relax and do anythùig we want. Home is our
private persona. At work, we control our emotions, we try to remain alert, we are

presentable and have specific work tasks that are to b e accomplished. Our time is not
completely Our own. Instead, we are s e h g Our time to do 'work" for money. At
home our time can be used to d o as we will. Aithough this is not cornpletely me as we
must make time for cooking, household chores, and possibly looking after children.
The difference is that we are not accountable for our actions at home to any others. At

' See Rybczynski (1991) for an insighdul look at work and leisure.
Of course this is not always crue as in the case of abusive homes.

home we can decorate the waiis with what we want and contentedly wear velour ûack
suits knowing we wiU not be ridiculed.'
Work and the home have developed strong ideologies. Postman (1992) defines

ideology as 'a set of assumptions of which we are barely conscious but which
nonetheless directs our efforts to give shape and coherence to the world. " - .In
- our times
the concepts of 'work" and 'homen have becorne distinct ideologies. Each word
raises specifc realities in Our minds. These are shared reaüties and powerfuiiy shape
how we act. Nippert-Eng (1995) summarizes this wonderfully:
" Homew and " work" are not merely piaces, then, but "experiential realrns"

.

They are combinations of conceptual, social-structurai and spatio-temporal
categories, guided by a histoncal-given model. We see " home" and 'work" as
distinct locations in space and time, but, even more imporiantly, as places

dedicated to largely separate sets of tasks, people, relationships, things, specific
ways of thinking about and responding to them." p 25

Social scientists have written about "home" and " workwas if we al1 know what these
terms mean and often as independent realrns. Nippert-Eng (1995) suggests that

" home" and " work* are inextncably, wnceptuaily defmed with and by each other.
Explonng one without exploring the other cannot get to the heart of what it's really like
to experîence either, independently or jointly, for one penon or many.
Nippert-Eng (1991) suggests using a continuum in which to view the multiple ways that
home and work are conceptualized. The conthuum ranges fkom 'integration" to

" segmentation" . Within the integration paradigm, an individual does not differentiate
Of course, depending on the fadiion at the tirne, velour may also be worn to the
workplace. However, there may be iimits to what is considered work dress. As 1write
this a large oil and gas company has issued a new policy disallowing casuai clothing.
In the press release the company leaders stated they were concerned about the
appropriateness of dress of many of its employees and were demandimg less casual Wear
at the office.

between home and work. Meanings and everyday Life of home and work are
intertwined and insepaxable. Nippert-Eng (1995) captures the esscnce of this position;

'People, motives for involvement, thoughts, tasks, and the inteiiectuai and
emotional approaches used to engage in them-even o b j e c w experienced in
the same way, no matter where we are or what the task at hand. That is, the

extreme integrator possesses a single, all-purpose mentaljity, one way of King,
one amorphous self." p 5
At the other end of the continuum "home" and " work" are conceived of and

experienced as completely mutuaily exclusive worlds. In either world a different self
may be enacted and presented to the world.

Within the ' r d ' world there are instances dong the entire 'homen and 'work*
continuum. Any person can be integrating or segmenting. Also, at different times in
your life there is often a shift dong the continuum towards one of the poles. For
example, a moiher having her first child is likely to begin to dernarcate the 'home"
from " work" .
There are many nuances of 'working' from home. Our understanding of work and how
it relates to telework must be further examined. The sarne is true for the home. If we

examine the hinctions of work and home perhaps we may learn s o m e t h g about
telework. However, the reverse may also be true. If we study working h m home
then this line of inquiry may more appropriately tell us about work and its ideology
than a direct study of work would do. Jahoda (1979), in studying unemployment,

developed the theme that work has certain latent hinctions. For example, work imposes

a time structure on the working day. A study on telework could achieve some of the
sarne things. To achieve this insight into work requires looking past telework itself to
those who are actually teleworhg. The 'teleworkers' are merely those who

'telework'. Yet, it seems that we can gain real insight about telework from those that
do 'it'. In this particular case, the focus on individuals who spend some time working

from the home might highiight some of the symbols of the work place and how work
itself is interpreted by them.
2.0 Symbolian and Symbolic Interaction

Placing the work structure in the home structure will dismpt some of the boundaries

that separate work and home. The teleworkers will need to adapt th&

sensemahg to

understand their work. Undoubtedly they will use symbols to do so. IYippek-Eng

(1995) States that;
'boundary work is first and foremost a mental activity, but it must be enacted
and enhanced through a largely visible coliection of essential practical
activities." (p. 7)

The ways we manage ourselves, objects, people, thoughts, and tasks are the practid
activities that help us adapt Our understanding and make sense of our world. These
activities represent the symbols-the things we think wit-at

help negotiate the

process of working from home. Teleworkers have to create their own symbols to
understand their work. Now that we have an understanding of where to look, what are
some of the symbolic manifestations recognized in working at home and what do they

mean a the people doing it? Specifically, to understand the sensemaking of

teleworkers, 1 have examined the symbolic processes contained in teleworking using a
symbolic interaction methodology.
It has to be recognized that an interpretivist frame, specifically a symbolic interaction
frame, cm offer new knowledge and extend new insight on the prescriptive literature
that exists. A symbolic interaction study may recognize experiences with telework that

have so far been overlooked. An interpretative view adds a dimension to the telework
domain that is potentiaiiy Uuminating about how people make sense of their work. In
addition to rationai pattems, it explores the complex and non-rational patterns that can
influence how people work. Accessing these complex and non-rational pattems is best
accomplished by working directiy with people who work from home and trying to

understand how they make sense of what they do.

of instrumental rationaiity, another understanding of telework uui develop out of this
perspective (Bolman & Deal, 1985).
Anthropology, sociology, psychology and fiterature have aU addressed diverse aspects
of the symbolic frame and offer examples of the value of this pers~ective. However,
. -interaction
there are no studies on symbolism in the domain of telework. The symbolic

frame can offer much Uisight into the telework domain. Symbolic perspectives, which
help researchers enter the cognitive world of teleworkers, help explain what telework

represents to people.
2.1 Central Ideas in Symboüc Interaction

Sy mbolic interaction provides a methodological framework for understanding the
symbolic processes involved in telework. It offers a perspective to try to understand
the individual sensemaking of telework.
Symbolic interaction belongs to a group of social constructionist sociological
approaches employing predominately qualitative methods and Frequently charactenzed
as interpretive methodologies or perspectives (Bumeu and Morgan, 1979). Symbolic

interaction offers a way of conceptualizing the world and a methodology for conducting
research. Symbolic interaction implies a research focus as well as specific preferences

with regard to methods of data collection and data analysis (Prasad, 1993). It has its

own distinct ontological and epistemological assumptions and related methodological

preferences (Prasad , 1993).
Morgan and Srnircich (1980) state:
'A preoccupation wiih rnethods on their own account obscures the link between

the assumptions that the researcher holds and the overall research effort, giving

the illusion that it is the methods themselves, rather than the orientations of the
human researcher, that generate particular forms of knowledge."

To overcome this obfuscation, 1 want to be explicit about the nature of the belief 1bring
to the subject of study, in this instance, telework. 1believe that social science has a
human centered reality; therefore, in social science a subjective reality is ' r d . As an
interpretivist, 1 am concemecl with how people make sense of reality. Thus the
ontological assumption 1 hold is that individuals and society are inseparable. 1 see the
world as an emergent social process that is created by the individuals con~med.Social
reaiity, insofar as it is recognizcd to have any existence outside the consciousness of
any single individuai, is regarded as king little more than a network of assumptions
and intersubjectively shared meaning (Burrell and Morgan, 1979).

The belief that meaning is created in social interaction rests in the assumption of the
self as social construction. That is, we have an image of ourselves created through Our
interaction with others. Our self image is based on how we view ourselves and how we
think we ought to be. Everything is inierpreted to this self image. Thus society is
produced by 'us' putting individual and shared meaning ont0 things. This is a dynamic
process and constantly influenced and changing with our interaction with others.

Symbolic interaction is focused on understanding these shared rneanings and how
individuals make sense of their own social situations (Prasad, 1993).

Prasad (1993) summarizes the symbolic interactionist position succinctly;
"In its current form, symbolic interaction owes much to both German

Phenomenology (Husserl, 1970; Simmel, 1950) and the philosophy of American
pragmatisrn, in particular the ideas of Mead (1934, 1977), Cooley (1918), and
James (1890). Drawing upon these two strands of thinking, Blumer (1969)
developed a methodology for social research chat he called symbolic interaction.

Many of these ideas were also elaborated by Stryker (l968), Rock (l979), Hewitt
(1988), Maines (l988), and others, who contributed to establishing symbolic
interaction as a stable and influentid school of thought in American sociology. " @
1403)

Symbolic interaction is not exclusively wncerned with the study of symbols. It may be
useful to state that the word symbolic is understood as 'meaning'. Thenfore, symboiic

interaction is primarily concemed with the study of human meaning which is seen as
exîsting in symbolic reaims, and related meaningfhl action (Prasad, 1993).
Centrai to the symbolic in teraction perspective are Blumer's (1969) three premises of

symboiïc interaction. The h t premise is that human beings act towards things on the
bais of the rneanings that the things have for them (Blumer, 1969). Objects themselves
have no intrinsic meaning other than the meaning that individuais attach to them during
social interaction. Thus, telework has no intrinsic meanhg other than the meaning we
give it in social interaction.

The second premise is that the meaning of such things is derîved fiom, or arises out of,
the social interaction that one has with one's feiiows (Blumer, 1969). Meaning is not

created in a vacuum. Prasad (1993) offers insight into this premise:
'Symbolic interaction concems itself with how events and situations are interpreted
through individual 'sensemaking" processes. According to this perspective, human

beings possess images of themselves that are shaped by rneaningfbl social
interaction. These self-images influence how people assign meaning and how they

eventuaily engage in meaningful action." @ 1404)
Thus, in studying telework, how different individuals make sense of telework in their
own self-images and visions of themselves in the situation would be of interest. In fact,

one of the central concepts of symbolic interaction is the 'definition of the situation"
(Cooley, 19 18; Hewitt, 1988)' the process whereby people make sense of and articulate

for themselves and others different situations, events, and contexts (Pasad, 1993).
Thus, a symbolic interaction study would examine how individuais define telework on
the bais of rneanings of the work itself, their own self-images, and the influence of

other social forces on those images.

The rhird premise is that these meanings are handled in, and modified through, an
interpretive process used by the person in dealing with the thing she or he encounters
(Blurner, 1969). This is ncognized as 'enactment*. Each person will intefpret
telework differently and mate meaning based on their interpretation of what they do
and how they do it. Thus, enactment results in individuals holding different local

meanings of symbols. This can be seen in the symbolism of the home. T o e m e the
home is a place of comfort and a place to work. Others perceive the hume as only a
place of wmfort. To the latter individuals the home is not and cannot becorne an
alternative to the office. Each individual wiil interpret telework based on th& beliefs
regarding the home. It is important to recognize that symbolic interaction does not
view meaning as static. Rather, symbols are constantly produced and reproduced

through meaningful social interaction. This concept of *enactmentnor the process
whereby symbolism shapes and influences everyday practice is key to the symbolic

interaction perspective. In studying telework, we are interested in how the symbolism
of telework influences how individuals work from home.

Symbolic interaction rests on the assumption that every situation is likely to be fïiled
with multiple and frequentiy conflicting interpretations and meanings (Prasad, 1993).
Some of these individualized meanings crystallize into collective, enduring, taken-for-

granted realities. This wncept, called the 'sedimentation of meanhg' refers to how

some meanings evolve into powerfbl symbols that play a critical role in sensemaking.
For example, Prasad's (1993) symbolic interaction study of work computerization
identified the symbolism of professionalisrn as being sedimented. Prasad identifed

three distinct meanings of professionalism held by the individuals within the
organization under study. Yet, Prasad went further to examine the influences behind
the meanings of professionalism and why this symbol seemed to be more influentid and

permanent than other symbols. To do so, Prasad exarnined the institutional and social
forces behind the sedimentation of professionaiism. These sedimented meanings help
shape powerful symbols that play a critical role in sensemaking. In studying telework,

identifjhg the most powemil and enduring symbols and understanding the influence of
these sedimentedmsymbols on telework would be of interest.

3.0 Research Methodology
3.1 Research Questions

My research questions emerged from a pilot study 1conducted exploring the symbols of
telework, my theoretical orientation, and a desire to M y explore the symbolic aspects
of telework.

The key research questions guiding my actions were:
1. What are the mu1tiple symbols associated with telework perceived by the
individuals interviewed?
2. What are the meanings of these symbolic interpretations?

3. How do these symbolic realities influence the process of telework?
These research questions were primarily guided by the symbolic interactionist premise

that we live in a world of symbols and act in tems of the meaning we hold for these
symbols. The questions recognize this premise and attempt to identîfy those symbols,
their meaning and their influence.
This project is conceptualized as an exploratory, qualitative study seekhg to expand the

awareness of how the expenence of telework is interpreted by teleworkers and non-

teleworkers. The study is inductive and seeks to develop theory from fieldwork. 1 have
borrowed a passage from Postman (1992) who sumrnarîzes social research and captures
the aim of my symbolic interaction study:
'Science itself is, of course, a fom of storytelling too, but its assumptions and
procedures are so different from those of social research that it is extremely
misleading to give the same name to each. In fact, the stories of social
researchers are much closer in structure and purpose to what is d e d
imaginative literature; that is to Say, both a social researcher and a novelist give

unique interpretations to a set of human events and support their interpretations

with examples in various forms. Their interpretations cannot be pmved or

disproved but will draw their appeal h m the power of their language, the depth
of their explanations, the relevance of theu examples, and the credibility of their
themes. And all of this has, in both cases,an identifiable moral purpose. The
words "bue" and 'false" do not apply here in the sense that they

used

mathematics or science. For there is nothing universally and irrevocably tnie
or false about these interpretations. There are no critical tests to c o n h or

fdsify them. There are no natural laws h m which they are denved. They are
bound by time, by situation, and above al1 by the cultural prejudices of the

researcher or writer. * (p. 14)
It is important to emphasize that the rich meaning and variety of understanding 1 am

seeking lends itself to an interpretative mode of inquiry. Moreover, using Berger's

(1964) words:

'...' meaning' is not ordinarily a 'problem' . It becornes problematic as the result
of specific transformations within the society, transformations that put into

question the previous taken-for-granted institutionalizations and legitimations. "
(p. 21 1-212)

Using an interpretative method provides a richer understanding of telework and the

ability to appropriate the meaning used in the sensemaking of those who work at home
to help understand the 'telework' experience and manage it accordingly.
3.2 Qualitative Methods

To understand the questions I have posed I will be relying on qualitative methods of
data collection. To answer my research questions 1 required detailed accounts h m

individuals. 1 wanted more than cursory answers. Rather, I wanted descriptive,
meaningful answers that could most successfully be obtained through in-depth

qualitative data collection methods. Indeed, as Prasad (1997) notes:

" Interpretive fieldwork is more concemed with understanding social situations h m
the standpoints of participants within them." @ 103)

The key to gaining this undentanding is to focus on local meanings and interpretations
and attempting to grasp the individual's point of view. The intent of qualitative

research is to understand the particular, the individual, and the unique. Qualitative
methodologies are used when the researcher seeks 'rneaning' of the üved experienœ.

Further, the methodology of symbolic interaction c d s for qualitative methods as a
means of gainhg insight into wmplex symbolic realities. To clan@ how I am using
the tems 'methoci' and 'methodologies' 1 have borrowed Prasad's (1997) definitions of

these terms. Prasad (1997) defines the term methodology as 'the intricate set of
ontological and epistemological commitments that a researcher brings to hidher work."
Method is defined as " the actual set of techniques and procedures used to coilect and

analyze the data. "
The information I am seeking cannot be easily or fully measured numencally, but

rather, is more subjective and express4 in the form of ideas, behaviors, actions,
reactions, attitudes, perceptions, and feelings. Trying to capture these foms of

information Ied me to working within an interpretivist frarnework. From this
perspective, the qualitative researcher (Creswell, 1994):
learns about a social event through the experience of the "subjectsnLe. the
teleworkers;
focuses on undentanding and descnbing social reality versus explahhg it; and
does not test hyptheses and predict outcornes but observes and interprets
behavior.

The intent of working within an interpretivist framework is to understand wmplex
symbolic realities of individuals who telework.

3.3 Research Design
Precise methods do not exist for symbolic interaction research; however, symbolic

interactionists are wmmitted to more open and inductive methods (Prasad, 1993). In
developing my research design 1 looked at three items. These were:
1, Data collection;

2. Determining the lirnit of what and who is to be investigated; and

-

.-

3. Andysis of the data.
3.3.1 Data Coiiectioo Strategies:
The sensemaking of people who worked from home resulted in multiple meanings just

as people in workplaces might have different meanings on what they do. The meaning

is affectecf by many things. Our childhood can affect how we conceptualize the home
and work. Was the home a happy place? Did our mother and father integrate or
segment home and work? Combining these personal experiences with culturai

perceptions of home and work leads to very personal and diverse perspectives of home
and work. At the more concrete level, there are factors such as marital status,

workplace rules, job occupation and status, and gender and workspace ergonornics that

shape how we understand Our home and Our work. Certain occupations, like assembly
work, just cannot be done at home. A h , the more senior responsibilities an individual
accrues the more discretion in choosing how the work is completed. Each of us
responds to these wnstraints and experiences in understanding how we make sense of
the world. As things change, perhaps with the arriva1 of a new bom baby, we adapt

how we undentand things. The most direct method to as-

these experîences is

through interviewing.
in-depth intewiewing is one of the basic data gathering techniques of the symbolic
interactionist. Descnbed as, 'a conversation with a purpose" (Kahn & Cannell, 1957,
p. 149), in-depth interviewing was my overall strategy empioyed in collecting my data.

1 had a iist of predetermhed questions, however, 1 used these more as a guidehe to

cover topics. Appendix A contains a list of the questions used in the intemiews.
Initiaiiy, I created my questions based on my experience as a teleworker and my

theoreticai orientation. Subsequently, these were modified in a pilot study 1 conducted
exploring the symbols of telework. King's (1994) ideas on the qualitative intewiew
guided the formulation throughout the development of the questions. Specificallg,
. 1

used his suggestions to use the interview questions as a guide to cover topics 1 wanted
to cover, adding probes or even whole topics that had originaliy been excluded, but
emerged spontaneously and dropping or refomulating questions that were
incomprehensible to participants. 1 used a wmmon opening question to SMthe
interview and then ailowed t h e intewiew to proceed naturaily. The questions did,
however, focus on understanding the individual's meaningful experiences with working

at home and the individual's felings, insights and beliefs about teleworking.

3.3.1.1

The Process of hterviewing

During the pilot study 1 intewiewed three people. Specifidly 1 had questions grouped

across five areas:
Persona1 background including questions on education, family status and
personal in terests;

Current job background including questions on present work position, major
responsibilities, and likes and dislikes about the job;
Career history including questions about background and uueer goals;

Technology including questions on the tools used to do the job; and
Other questions including questions about interaction with managers and how
the respondents colleagues work.

Subsequently, the questions changed al the end of the pilot. They continuai to change

during the process of this research study as well. After the fist interview the questions
were modifie- to reflect new questions that arose in the discussion. After two more

interviews 1 modified the questions to d e c t some key categories that 1 saw as

important. 1also eliminated the questions about careec history as these ideas were
k i n g captured in background on the person andor on the background about their jobs.
Afkr complethg eight intexviews 1 felt cornfortable with my questions. Moreover, 1

had becorne much more proficient in the actuai inte~ewingprocess, probing in detail

areas that seemed Aient. The questions thaî remained typically represented
. - issues 1
thought salient by being repeatedly present in each interview.
My interview questions remained static after the eighth i n t e ~ e wthe
, only thing
changing was different probes depending on the how the interview proceeded. The
final questions captured data in the foliowing broad categones:
1. Background;

2. Job description;

3. Changes in work style;
4. Routine;
5. Interaction with others; and

6. Perceptions about working from home.
1 found that this categorization captured the range of data I required to gain access to

the symbolic realities of telework held by the individuals interviewed. I removed my
specific questions on technology as this topic routinely came up without introducing it.
1 did not ask questions in each category and then move on to the next set of questions.

Rather, I used a semi-structured interview process. This meant 1 had categories of

questions 1 wanted answered but rather than systematically asking each question in a
particular order 1 used my i n t e ~ e wquestions as a guide asking questions when it
seemed natural or relevant. However, 1 consistently began each i n t e ~ e wwith general
conversation to develop some rapport. Then 1began asking about general background.

This aliowed the respondent to talk generally about themselves and get cornfortable
with being ùite~ewed.From here 1 let the inteMew follow a natural path asking

questions from rny interview list when it made sense to do so. Certain respondents

spoke to certain topics in great detail. For example, one respondent kept coming back
to the issue of trust. This resulted in some i n t e ~ e w providing
s
very rich data on
specific ideas. It also highlighted the multiple fealities that existed in how the

respondents understood tdeworking.
-

-

Using a semi-stnictured interview allowed the intemiew to take a more conversational
attitude. In the interview 1 avoided the use of "why" questions. Instead 1focused on

'hown and 'whatn so as to keep the focus on descnbing the expexienœ as it was iived
(King, 1994). My goal was to reduce the unnaturalness in the interview and allow the
respondents to ialk about whatever came to their rninds. However, a l l interviews were
recorded and this made some of the individuals king interviewcd uncornfortable.
Having these people talk about their personal background, something most people feel
cornfortable talking about, helped them relax for the more difficult questions later in the
interview. It also allowed some rapport to develop behveen them and myself. My
goal, which 1 mainly succeded at, was to make the i n t e ~ e wresemble more a
conversation between two people rather than an interrogation of one by another. The
interviews ranged anywhere from forty minutes to two hours. Ody in one instance did
the interview proceed unnaturally. However, at this interview, once the tape recorder
was

turned off we continued our discussion in a much more relaxed manner with the

individual sharing some very personal information. Actuaiiy, I believe that this person
just did not want the personai information to be captureci on tape because once the tape

recorder was turneci off the respondent immediately shared her story and we essentiaiiy
began the intewiew fkom the beginning. Interestingly, no comment was made about the

tape recorder being turned off, yet we both recognized that more conversation would
occur. When the tape recorder was tumed off the interview proceeded for another
fifty-five minutes with me using my notebook to capture the respondent's discourse.

This method of capturing responses posed no problem and the interview was a success
with the respondent sharing a very detailed story of her telework experience. In later

interviews, I was careful to note if the tape recorder caused any undue anxiety and

aiways began and continued the intenriew for a short time aRer 1 tumed the tape

recorder off. This often resulted in additional information that pmved usehil. With the
exception of the one interview it was my strong belief that the tape recorder caused

minimal interference in g a i h g access to detailed personal information and stories.
The i n t e ~ e w were
s
transcribed to ensure exact words and phrases of the subjects couid
later be studied and analyzed.

.

-

AU the respondents enjoyed the interview and we spent upwards of another hour
continuing to taik after the interview had 'officidy' ended. O h , further detais were
provided in this socializing. Al1 respondents were interested in what others whom 1 had
interviewai did while at home and how they might be the same or different. Many aiso
commented that they had never thought about work at home in the manner that arose in
the interview. This suggests that the study may have caused some effect in how people

will interpret telework in the future.
The data collection resulted in transcripts of thirteen interviews with teleworkers, three
i n t e ~ e w with
s non-teleworkers, and an additional three interview transcnpts fiom the
pilot study as well as rny observational notes written after each meeting.

3.3.2 Determining the b i t of what and who is to be investigated.
1 intended to focus on the subject of telework. More specifically, 1 examined the

symbolic processes wntained in teleworking using a symbolic interaction methodology.
To determine the 'who" required choosing subjects who possessed the characteristics

under observation or those who could share experiences on the phenornena being

researched. Within the domain of telework I intended to investigate individuals in
various jobs who saw themselves as teleworking. In the üterature there are numerous
definitions of what a teleworker is or is not. The term 'teleworkers' typically refers to
those people who work at home, with or without a cornputer. However, my main
critena were that if the individual believed she or he teleworked 1 would interview
herlhim. Still, 1 did have some general wnstraints on whom rny sample wodd include.

I decided to focus on individuals who worked for an organization and who spent the

majority of their work time at home.'

1 chose to focus on individuais because telework needs to be considered carefully as a

phenornenon lived by individuals. To tmly understand telework at the individual level 1
needed to tak to individuals who both perceived themselves as teleworkersand were

perceived as teleworkers by their organization. 1chose individuals who worked for
organizations because 1 saw telework as bemg interhvined with an organhtionai focus.
Self-employed individuals who work out of their home face some similar experiences
but 1 believe the fact that they do not work for an organization made them dflerent

enough from 'teleworkers' to exclude them. Finally, 1 chose individuals who spent a
significant part of their work time at home because 1 felt these individuals would be
most famiüar with the impact of working at home versus working at a traditionai office.

It should be noted that 1 have decided to ignore teleworkers who work in another office

location, sometirnes calIed a telecenter, rather than the centrd office. I did this because
working in a telecenter is very similar to working in an office with the difference being
that the telecenter office rnay now be closw to the home reducing the commute.
Additionally, ernployers of teleworkers were not inte~iewed. My research focus is
on understanding the teleworkers. However, 1 do believe that the employer's

perspective is extrernely important and warrants its own research study.

To gain access to 'teleworkers' 1 used contacts from various industries to help identify
organîzations that permitted their workers to work fiom home. 1 was able to identify
several good candidates who considered themselves teleworkers. 1 then used the
telephone to approach these potentiai respondents for interviews. Finally, 1 arranged a
meeting with each teleworker at either their home or their office. Most were open to

'1 aimed for individuals who worked at least three days per week from home.

king interviewed and several individuals then referred m e to others they knew who
teleworked.
Altogether, 1interviewed thirteen teieworkers. Appendix B contains descriptions of
each respondent. These descriptions will provide some context to the comments and

quotations 1 used from the respondents. These teleworkers were drawn h m eight

-

organizations of varying sizes. The years ernployed with theu company's ranged h m
a minimum of three years to a maximum of twenty-four years with a range of values in

between. Five of the orgmhtions had forma1 telework programs with pubiished
guidelines. The remaining three organizations had telework prograrns that were based
on informal agreements with each individual. These arrangements were as varied as
the individuais themselves. Some worked at home every day going into the office

intermittently during the week. Others worked at home in the mornings and in the
office in the aftemoon. Still others haphazardly split their time between the home and
the office. The majority of the organizations were large Canadian and U.S.

corporations. Office sizes ranged from as little as five to as many as six hundred. The

respondents themselves held diverse occupations, positions, ages, and Lifestyles. AU
had some level of pst-secondary ducation varying from university degrees and master

degrees to college diplornas. Also, the amount of experience working at home ranged
from t h e months to as long as ten yean. Finaiiy, of the individuals interviewed, three
were femaie and ten were male? Tables 1 and II summarize details about the
teleworkers 1 interviewed. Unless othemise specified, it can be assumed that when
refemng to the respondents 1 am indicating the respondents who worked from home.

The nurnber of male and femaies is not meant to refiect anything in partïcular. 1 have
just encloseci these details for interest. However, it is reasonable to expect men's and
women's experiences to differ although 1 did not specifically look for any differences.

TABLE 1
Teleworker Respondent Job Charaderistics

1 Senior Technid
1 General Manager

1
I

1 support staff

I

l

1

Sales

3

TOTAL

13

TABLE II
Teleworker Respondent Characteristics
Married

10

Children

5

Worked
Dedicated
from home Home Office
every day Space

7

11

Age

28-48

Shared home space
during the day with
a spouse andlor
chiidren
,
6

Along with the teleworkers 1also i n t e ~ e w e dthree non-teleworkers. Appendix B

contains descriptions of the non-teleworkers. These were individuals who had the
opportunity to work from home but opted to continue to work fiom the office. Their
understanding of telework is important as it too is unique and hîghiights the multiple

realities that exist about telework. Tables III and IV summarize details about the non-

teleworkers 1 interviewai.

TABLE III
Non-teleworker Respondent Job Characteristics

1 Position
1 Project Manager
1 support staff
1 sales

1 Number
I l
I l
I l

1
l
l
l

1 TOTAL

1

1

3

TABLE IV
Non-teleworker Respondent Characteristics
Married
1

Children
1

Occasionaily
Worked from
home
1

Dedicated
Home Offîce
Space
3

Age
28-35

Al1 narnes and any references to companies have been changed to protect the

confidentidity of the respondents.

3.3.3 Data Analysis.
The analysis procedure foilowed the grounded theory approach formulated by Glaser
and Strauss (1967). I also employed Charmaz's (l983), Corbin and Strauss' (1990) and

Martin and Turner's (1986) more recent articles on specific procedures used in
grounded theory. Further, to aid the analysis process 1 used a software program d e d
NUD .I S V (Non-numencai Unstructured Data Indexing,Searching, and Theorking).
In grounded theory it is critical to begin analysis from the stact of the research process
and use this to direct the next interview. Any seemingly relevant issues should be

incorporated into the next set of i n t e ~ e w s . However, the data collection was

standardized in the sense that 1 had certain questions that I wanted answered. To

ensure 1 captured any satient issues, upon beginning the inte~ews( a h completing the

pilot study), 1 would complete four interviews and then iranscribe the tape remrdings,
listening to each tape severai times and reading the transcripts looking for issues 1 may
have missed or covered cursorily. This aUowed me to capture a l i potentiaiiy relevant
aspects of the topic as soon as 1 perceived them. This procas is a major source of the

effectiveness of grounded theory . This process itself guides the researcher toward
examining ali the possibly rewding avenues to understanding (Corbin andStrauss,
1990).
Using the grounded theory approach assumes that phenornena are not conceived of as
static but as continually changing in response to evolving conditions. Thus, this
approach required that the data and the theory be wnstantiy compared and wntrasted

throughou t the data collection and analysis process.
Grounded theory has specific procedures for data collection and analysis. Frorn my
pilot study on the symbols of telework 1 had developed categones pnor to the actwl
data collection. Specificdly, 1 had identified four broad categories of symbolism within

the realm of telework and six symbolic foms. The symbolic forms for these categories
were developed by examining the transcripts from the respondents from my pilot study

and looking for identifiable instances that seemed to describe a symboiic reality. 1 felt
these symbolic forms and categones would recur in the interviews for this study and

offer a useful guide to begin analysis. The categories of symbolism from the pilot

study were: tradition, routine, social relations, and technology. In rny pilot study these
categories seemed to reflect themes around which 1could group the symbols 1 had
discovered. These categories subsequently changed with further analysis but they
offered a useful starting point.
1 used Martin and Turner's (1986) example of concept cards to place similar incidents

from dinerent inteMews ont0 the card. To perfiorm the actual analysis 1 used printed
transcripts to systernatically examine the dialog for evidence for data fitting within the
categones I had identified in the pilot study. 1 reviewed each transcript several t h e s

and listened to the tape recordings to extract verbatirn sections, coding these to the

relevant categories and symbolic foms. I aiso lwked for dialog that pointed to other
symbolic realities by examining each inteMewee response for symbols and meanings.
This led to the creation of new categories or breaking an existing category into subcategories. This resulted in multiple symbolic foms. 1used different color

highlighters to differentiate between the multiple symbols and meanings. w d e each
highlighted section I would make notes on what themes 1believed were emerging. To
capture these themes 1 entered each node in N U D . I S P . These acted as 'virtuai'

concept cards.
Each concept card represented a single symbolic form. Often, one incident was placed

on several concept cards. Later, after explicitly defining the concept I dropped some of
the incidents that no longer fit within this concept. 1 also created new concept cards.
This was an iterative process and provided a powerful process to sift and analyze the
data. This program was extrernely useful in helping me keep track of and organize the
volumes of transcripts. I could easily assign or drop text from an interview to a

concept card and then review the concept card at a later time. N U D . I S F also allowed

me to keep track of the symbolic forms and how they related to one another and what
category the syrnbolic forms fell under.
To explicitiy define the categories 1 chose for the concept cards 1 used Charrnaz's
(1983) suggestion to take the code on the concept cards and describe what it is about.

After this process was completed 1 exarnined these coded categories and their
relationship with one another for patterns and themes that suggested the addition,
deletion, adaptation, or merger of a symbolic form. The concept cards were
particularly usehl in identifying the multiple symbolic meanings of telework thus
directly answerîng the fint and second research questions.

Once 1 had defined the symbolic forms 1 again exarnined the transcripts and concept
cards to look for instances where the symbolic realities influenced the sensemaking of

the teleworkers. 1 created a second set of cards listing the influences the symbolic

foms had on the process of telework. 1 also examined relevant literature to provide

further insight and background. This provîded the analysis to answer the third research
question of how the symbolic realities influenad the process of telework.
Subsequently, after repeatedly revishg the data, my original categories of symbolism

were modifieci to three broader categories. They were changed to: work performances,
legitimization, and control. The categories from the pilot study were subsumai under

these new categories as were al1 of the symbolic forms. These three categories also
captured ail the new symbolic forms discovered during the research. Each category is
characterized by a therne and contains a cluster of symbols.'
In the analysis of my data and the presentation of the results 1 did not want ody to

present short quotations. 1 find that when 1 read these quotations 1 feel that the writer
has chosen text that legiti mates that particular sentence regardless of any other
statements that stand in contradiction. Instead, using short quotafions as well as short
texts allowed m e to share al1 my confidants shared with me. In my anaiysis 1
sumrnarized the storks, concepts, and ideas that Iead me to choose the areas of
symboiism that I did. I also included shorter quotations where it seemed appropriate.
This seemed to be the most worthwhile method of discussing the dimvered meaning.
4.0 Research Fmdings and Analysis
4.1 The Multiple Symbols of Telework

The fist research question was to identify the multiple symbols associated with

telework that the respondents pssessed. My goal was to detail the different
constructions of telework that arose in i n t e ~ e w w
sith the respondents. It should be

noted that these symbolic representations of telework did not &se in all the interviews
nor were they equaily influentid in shaping the respondents' actions. However,they
were the symbols that 1 saw as the most pervasive across al1 interviews. It is important

to note that for each respondent there was a âiierent level of credibility and influence

with each symbol.
1 identified twelve symbolic constructions of telework (see Table V). AU twelve

symbolic wnstmctions were further grouped into three categones. These categories are
work performances, legitimization, and control. Each category is c o m p r i d of
different symbolic elements but is characterized by its own theme. However, there is
some overlap of themes between categork. Legitimization emerged as the ovemding

theme and its ovemires permeate the categories of both work performance and control.
Sidl 1 felt that using the three categories helped organize the resulting analysis.

The theme of work performances captures representations of telework as king
continuous and diswntinuous with office work. That is, working frorn home is stiLl
working, typically, doing the same work that was previously done only in the office;

yet, there are some discontinuities in the actions of working at home that made it
different from office work. In many instances, non-teleworkers were doing the same
work as the teleworkers but chose not to work at home. In constituting the category of
'teleworking' some new realities were created even though the work was the same.

This category contains the symbolic forms the lexicon of work, realms, the office,
uniqueness, reaching out and touching someone, interruptions, and the b i n q office.
The second theme, legitimization, is characte-

by the symbolic elements that

represent the need for the respondents to justify and legitirnize their work at home. Its
two symbolic forms are labeled justification and the front.
The third and final theme is control. This category represents the symbolic forms that
infiuenced control on the actions of those who worked h m home. It has three

symbolic forms. They are the time table, hierarchical observation, and norrnalizing
judgement.

'The themes and symbolic forms are discussed in detail in section 4.1 and 4.2.

Table V summarizes the themes and the symbolic forms.

Table V

The Multiple Symbollrm of Telework
Unifying Theme
Work performances

Symbolic Form
LRxicon of work

.

-

The OKce
Uniqueness
Reaching out and touching someone
Intemplions

The Binary Office
Justification

The Front
Control

The Tirne Table
Hieruchical Observation

Normaiizir~gJudgernent

4.2 Local Meanings of The Symbols of Telework

The second research question was designed to uncover the meaning of each symbolic
representation. Telework represented multiple reaüties to the respondents. There was

a particularly strong demarcation between non-teleworkers and teleworkers. Even
arnongst the teleworken each symbol was interpreted differently. For symbolic
interactionists, focusing on meaning is important (Prasad 1993). Thus, it was necessary

for me to explore the different meanings of the symbols held by the respondents. This

was important because the interpretations the respondents held influenced the way
tdework was enacted. 1 wili discuss the local meaning of each symbolic form identifiai
in Table V in detail.
4.2.1 Work Performances

The first group of symbols f d under the category of work pefiormances. 11 contains
the symboiic forms Lexiwn of work, realms, the office, uniqueness, reaching out and

touching sumeone, and interruptions.
4.2.1.1 The Lexicon of Work.

The name lexicon of work captures the essence of this symbol as it refers to the
business vemacular used by the respondents to describe their constructions of work.
The respondents al1 had similar descriptions of their job.
Respondents described their jobs in two ways. First, they described typical on-going
responsibilities and then they spoke of ad-hoc jobs that punctuated the routine.

Typically, the respondents stated that aU the functions of their job could be done fiom
home. However, al1 the respondents made some effort to go into the central office to
socialize and catch up on gossip. This hînted at the need to maintain some social link to
the organization.
In discussing what they did for a living, the respondents consistentiy used sirnilar words

to express notions of what they did. These words were the typical vemacular of the
business world and were used to describe 'the job' in wnstructed t m s that seemed to
have shared meanings. So Jirniiar words or concepts were being used to describe
work at homen and 'work at the officen. It seemed that to understand what workhg

at home meant, the respondents used words or concepts that described how they worked
in an office.

In describing their jobs the majority of respondents shared all or most of the following

constnictions of work:
autonomous work;
requinxi to work with geographically remote others;
head office was typically in another city;

politically not necessary to be in the office;
evaluated on high level objectives;
work was project oriented or goal oriented;
minimal social interaction with p e r s outside of work and during typical
office work hours: however, al1 made some effort to occasionally visit the
office to engage in idle conversations; and
traveled to the office at least once per week regardless of the n e a i to be
t here.

The shared meaning of the job was similar to that held by the non-teleworkers.
However, the non-teleworkers each felt there was some pressing requirement that made
it necessary for them to work in the office. Table VI provides some examples of these

different meanings of the local meanings of the lexicon of work.
Table VI

The Lexicon of Work
Organbtion
Mernber
Mike

Quotation
I enjoy the autonomy of my job. Axle is a very flat organization.
The autonomy, the ability just to expriment and run your own
show. As a project manager you get that very much. You hire your
own team. You've got your own budget and you look at your
assignment manager as purely an individual that can support you
when required. Nothing more than that.

In the head office, you pop into the office penodically because it
pays to be seen and you hear stuff over the baMes and you have
water coder chats about ali the stuff that's going on. Here you
dontt have the same dynamîcs so therets less incentive to corne into
the office...

Quotation

Organization

Member

P
.
.
.. .
.
.
-

Clancy

And as far as working, a lot of it is project and product based. So

that's how you manage it which is a lot more, it' s a lot more
interesthg compared to some of the other &y to day routine.
Al

I ' m now becoming more involved with project oriented tash.
-

-

But 1 mean 1 like everything about it. 1 have a lot of autonomy.
Harold

1 Iilce the autonomy where working for a large projet within a large
corporation, the talcs tend to be relatively independent and mainiy
because they 're technical so, as 1 represent an expert, 1have an
expertise in a certain a m , so when someone cornes to me 1 c m
then manage my work just based on those requests that are corning
in.

1 was remote regardless and 1 had very high level objectives. Just
goal oriented objectives. Things like, ensure that your department

implements electmnic mail as part of the corporate initiative by
July, right. Well, nobody on a week to week buis is holding me
accountable for specific tasks. They're just looking at the big
pichire and that enabled me then to work with, you h o w , be
flexible beneath that,
Jirn

The only reason I go into the office is generally to pick up some
mail and you know, really that's your only interface with people
that work there. So it's kind of nice to stop in and say hello and let
them know you are still working there.

Craig

Well 1 like this job because 1 pretty weU run my own shop.

Pam

My clients are primarily back in Ottawa and Toronto so they
couldn't care less whether I'm sîtting here or at home.

4.2.1.2 Realms

I named the second symbolic reality held by the respondents realms. Realms refers to
the domains of home and work. Realms captures the dinerent meanings about home

and work held by people who worked from home and the symbols they used to help

understand these roles.

Part of the meaning of realms was denved h m the idbologies of the home and work.
At home or work the interaction with others and the activities the respondents engaged

in created rneaning about the home and work. These meanings were also impacted by
what others were doing. For most of the respondents, the features of working from
home were incongnious with the norrnalized idea of work. There were meral fea-

that highlighted the continuity and discontinuity between the home and work. In total 1
identified five features that were pervasive in the interviews.
First, was the social nature of the realms. Work was a place of interaction among coworkers. Typically, the respondents work fnends were not ptivy to the private details
of their personal life. Social interaction was kept to mundane topics such as asking
about the weekend. At home, the respondents interacted with those closest to them and
shared details that would not be shared with CO-workers.

Second, was the orientation iowards time. Tirne could be manipulated while at home.
The respondents were free to plan their time as they liked. At work, time was

controlled by work activities. At work the respondents did not have the same discretion

as at home. Of course, for the respondents with children the discretion to do what they
wanted was not completely their own. For example, Harold as the primary care-giver

of his child, recognized certain blocks of time as his son's time and would give over

this time completely to his son.
Third, was the nature of activities that were performed. Again, at home the
respondents were free to do whatever they wanted. At the work place, the respondents
were rnostly Limited to actions that concerned work. While working at home during the
work day the respondents held some resistance to doing non-work activities. However,
there were certain non-workactivities engaged in by a l l respondents that couid just not
be done if working in an office. For example, Ed took breaks from work to play with

his children. P m , Jirn, and Al did housework during the &y to ffee up time at night.

Fourth, work was a public place while the home was a private place. This was
particularly evident in the dress routines engaged in by the respondents. Aii

respondents dressed casuaLly, many in sweats, while workïng at home but changed into

business clothes when they left the home. Also, this meanhg was reflected in the sense
of cumfort the respondents felt about working from home. Frank was preyiously a
manager and felt great pressure to get to the office to show others he was workhg. He
then changed jobs and was no longer a manager. He also began working at home full
time. After beginning to work from home, Frank noticed the ease in which his &y

now began. He did not need to rush to the office to be on display. Instead he began
work quietly when he wanted. The respondents viewed the home as a place of cornfort
and the domain where they could be themselves. At work there was an opposing
meaning . Work was where the respondents felt they needed to be presentable. Work
was comparable to being on stage at a performance (Goffman,1959).

Finally, work was viewed as an environment prone to interruption while the home was

perceived as a controlled, quiet environment. At work, the respondents found it
difficult to avoid interaction with peen. There were many dernands and ad-hoc
activities that pushed and pulied the respondents. The respondents recognized the home
as a place of solitude where they could control their activity.
The non-teleworken held strong meanings about the home and work. For the non-

teleworker it was difficult to extricate notions of home and work. Instead, the
ideologies of home and work collided. Home was not construed as a place of work by
the non-teleworkers, so it was difficult for the non-teleworkers to imagine others
worked when at home. In the words of one non-teleworker:

"Corne on, if you are at home there is no way you'll be working."
These words highlight the powerfbl sensemaking occurring for this non-teleworker.
That is, Duin held the strong belief that working from home was just not compatible

with work. Darin later belligerently stated:

" Yeah nght, if you are at home you will work."

Marlo's insightfil question highlights the sûength of the ideologies of home and work
for him:
"How do you reward yoursdf if you have a good &y and want to leave work
early or for that matter a bad day and want to lave work early."

.

.

Marlo had clear and separate meanings about the home and work. He made every
effort to complete all his work at the office and to never bring work home. He saw ihis
as infniiging on his private and cornfortable domain. In his words:
" 1 reaily try to end my day at the office. There is no need to have nervous
stress at home."

The non-teleworkers also had strong feelings about k i n g in the office to further their
career aspirations by interacting with co-workers and management on a daily basis.
Table VII provides some examples of the local meanings of realms.

Table VII

Reaims
Member
Pam

_
L
_
_
_
_
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
,
_
_
C
-

--

--.

And it's nice to be at home on the phone as opposed to the office,
just a little more laidback.
The one thing that's land of nice is that if you, you h o w , 1have a
complete office set up, the bathrwm is next door, 1don? have to
walk out. There's no security code to get back in. The kitchen is
just down the stairs so everything is reaily close. It is comfortable.
1 shower and jump into my sweats right away. Of course, there is
no way 1 would W e a r those to work.

Well, the main reason 1 work from home is the individuals 1have
daily contact with are ail remote so, you how, so 1supported Brad
Wilson in Winnipeg, Steve Dixie in Victoria and 1 had managers 1
was in contact with in Toronto so there was no necessity for me to

OqanaPtion

Member

-

Quotatioo
...

it is more cornfortable because in a way a suit and tie is a
restriction. I guess you know I feel more cornfortable. So the
routine is more cornfortable.
1 have in times now that 1 work at home and this is something
personal, I've gone into a bit of meditation and b d of midmoniing 1just have a quiet mediation for 10-15 minut&

Well, 1think the good part is that if you tend to be in the office
your time cari be very quickiy eaten up in given tasks that are not
planned and you *ui spend a lot of time in the office doing things
for people and doing things for others as a support resource and not
really working towards your objective and your goals. So even
though you can set your priorities for your day and whatnot you can
get side-tracked very easily because of the interruptions and just
being in the office. So that's the good part is the fact that you
probably have a little bit better time management control. And you
can sit down and you got more quiet time and you can actudiy get
at your priorîties in a much more focused manner.

You know the previous routine was 1 get up in the moming, shave,
shower, put on a suit and I'm off to the office. Now 1get up
probably a half hour before 1 should log in ta m y e-mail, have some
breakfast, dilly dally around, put a bal1 cap on, put my shorts on
and a sweatshirt and I'm in the office.

4.2.1.3 The Office

The symbolism of the office refers to the respondents perception of the hinction of an
office. The symbolisrn of the office held by the non-ieleworkers and the teleworkers

This was in part due to the interaction each group had with their
CO-workersand how important this interaction was perceived to be. Typically, the
teleworken held the meaning that interaction with pers was not tw important;
whereas, the non-teleworkers viewed this as an important aspect of worlàng. As such,
the meaning held by the respondents was that working in an office full time was not
was quite different.

critical to their future success nor to fulNling daily social interaction needs with local

As tne respondents began to work from home this had the effect of fbrther minirnizhg

interaction with local CO-workers. P m ' s thoughts were typical:

" Itts because I've no one that works on a project here, nght. They're aii based
across Canada. So if 1 don? have anyone in, nothing in cornmon to tak with any
more, why go in."

.

-

Moreover, for the respondents there was no pressing need to be in the office. As such,
for many of the respondents the office was not held to be an important function of
work. This was especially apparent for those whose head office was in another city.
Mike's statement captured this sentiment:

"Oneof the greatest challenges is just moving out here and Axle's head offices
being in Ottawa, I've been working there for 2 112 years. You're balancing with
executives and senior managers a i i the time. Working out in the Calgary office

it's very autonomous, you don? get the same interaction witb your pers
because there just isn 't the peer volume in the Calgary office. And itts much
more challenging to be visible in the organization when you're based in Calgary
because the decisions are being made in Ottawa. So it's a challenge. In that

respect, it stimulates telecom muting because it doesn't matter if yod re here.
You know, because in Ottawa, you pop into the office periodically because it

pays to be seen and you hear stuff over the baffles and you have water coder
chats about all the stuff that's going on. Here you don? have the same

dynamics so there's less incentive to come into the office because I'rn just as
productive, I'm more productive at home than I am at work anyway. And the

only incentive for me to actually come into the office is we've got bigger, better
data access in the office rather than at home."

It was clear that Mike did not view being in the office as critical. He later restateci this:
"Theretsabsolutely, like I'rn saying, no incentive for me to come into the
office..."

Yet, he did hold some of the same meaning of what was important about an office as
the non-teleworkers. That is, interacting with management and pers. However, at

this moment in time, Mike felt cornfortable with his ability to manage his career and
communicate effectively from home and so he teleworked. The lack of need to be
constantly in the office to socialize and interact with cuworkers and management was a
common, shared meaning among the respondents. EIowever, there was some need to
visit the office occasionally. Several of the respondents felt that they had to drap into
the offiœ occasionally to a f h to the non-teleworkers that they did in factwork for
the same company. As Jim observed:

'The only reason 1 go into the office is generally to pick up some mail and you

know, really that's your only interface with people that work there. So it's kind
of nice to stop in and say hello and Iet them know you are stili working there."

The non-teleworker's rneaning about the office differed from the teleworkers. The nonteleworker respondents saw office interaction as essential to the job and their career
growth. One non-teleworker saw working in an office as an opportunity to "leam fiom
the ones who have something to teach." Marlo, also a non-teleworker, valued his CO-

workers and management and believed that they had many things they could teach him.
In his words:
*Group dynamics are key. There are lots of interruptions but you gain a huge

synergy and elevated knowledge. "
For the non-teleworkers the office was a place of interaction, divertissement, and
learning. Some of the teleworkers still perceived the office as a place of Ieaming but

because they were at home they no longer engaged in daily interaction. Frank, a
teleworker, reflected on the informal interaction he used to regularly engage in when he
worked in an office:
"If you're talking the latest information, the hailway t

a , some of

our

marketing resources, 1 think that's where you actually miss, you know, you miss
those resources. [...] sometimes if you're in the office, it's not just the hailway

iall<, but things just happen, a new program or a new announcement or a win
somewhere where somehow that seems to filter around the office or you just
hear about it, you know, because you're there and that's what you miss when at

the home. So it's khd of data or information that you'U just miss because it's

not electronic and it'sjust in the air, it's just there. *

Frank f'ïiied this void by asranghg lunches with ceworkers every week. Mike was the
only teleworker who spoke strongly about interacting with peers and getting exposun.
Mike stated:

'If you 're hanging out at home, no one ever sees you, you rarely get involved
in meetings, yeah, you're delivering some, whatever your job is, a presentation

here, an analysis there, whatever it might be. That' s fine. But you're only going
to get so much exposure that way. You're, 1 think, inevitably, you're kind of
going to be rated as a good employee, noihing more and your leamhg c w e is
going to be stunted because you l e m by interaction with your peers. You don't
get that by working at home. And you don? get that as much working in

Calgary, frankly. You get that a heI1 of a lot more in Ottawa."
A second rneaning held about the ofice by the respondents was that the office was a

place of disruption, distraction, and interruption maidy due to interaction with peers.

Marlo, a non-teleworker, worked in an open bulipen with five other tearn members.

They each had their desk within a large open office. In this environment the only way
to concentrate was to

face the computer and block out any distractions. According to

Marlo, there were man y distractions:
'There are a lot of interruptions with work and the social 'what did you do last

night?' type question. But that's the whole thing. It is an office setting and

interaction is the whole point. "
Clancy, a teleworker who worked three days a week at home would concur:
'If I'm at the office and I'm going to shut my door, I may as weU be at home
and shut my dom because if 1 don't need to interact with people here why

bother."

At home there were distractions but the most common one attributed to being in the

office, that of interacting wiâh ceworkers, was removed. This allowed greater focus
on the work. Ai's dialogue highlighted this point:
'1 go up to that office and 1 try to work and 1always have someone walk in, oh,

how's it going, what did you do, what have you been up to. And iike, you're

working and you've got a flow of thinking going and someone corne in and
breaks your concentration. 1 find king home alone you can reaiiy concentrate
on what you're doing and probably productivity from that alone is increased by

.

20 % Because there a m 't any interruptions, there's no outside people asking
you stupid questions, not even relevant to your work and you're sitting there and
you got it going pretty good. So flow of thinking and concentration 1 think is
greater at home alone. "
4.2.1.4 Uniqueness

The respondents held the impression that their action or routine was unique. The

respondents deemed their reasons for working from home, how they worked from
home, and their conduct at home was unique whereas dl three of these aspects were

similar among the respondents. For exarnple, Julie believed she was unique because of
her flexibility in deciding whether to work fiom the home or the office. Mike, Clancy,

Pam,and Mary also shared this particular perspective.
The symbolism of uniqueness also held meaning for the respondent's perception of
themselves as mature and responsible adults and, in the words of Clancy, of others as
" untrustworthy teenagersn. Two respondents used the phrase 'no one babysits anyone

else around here" . This further capturai the sentiment of many of the respondents who
saw thernselves as responsible adults who should be trusted.

The respondents

recognized the importance of their discipline and their motivation to work. The
respondents felt that others may take advantage of worhg at home and not put in fidl
days, but not themselves. This suggested these respondents perceived the office as the

baby-sitter. That is, the office performed the function of control in setting the hours
that must be worked and how work should be performed.
'Screwing the pooch" as Mike bluntly stated is somethhg others do but rarely hirn. Al

talked about his feelings about productivity for those who work at home:

'1 mean I was pessimistic, 1 still am pessimistic b u s e I know what
. - you can
get away with and productivity for the company is not necessarily going to
increase. "
He then detailed an interesting story about a w k g u e who was working h m home but
was also working for another company as proof that people are going to take advantage

of their freedom. Mike would agree utterly with Al's statement and story:
'I bet there are people that can get away working their 5 to 6 hours a day, are

happy with that and no one knows better. They get away with that and will
never get fired. They will always be able to float through any issue because

they're doing their job and doing it adequately. They don? have higher
aspirations so they can hide out at home and get by working 5 or 6 hours per

day. But mind you, if you ever read Dilbert, 1 don't think this is unusual for a
large company."

Only Julie, speaking candidly, admittecl to ever slacking off:

'If 1am going to be working at home that day and 1 know it 1will sleep in a
bit."
A productivity increase in

work performance was perceived by each individual.

However, they did not necesdy believe others achieved this increase. The

perception was that while '1 work hard at home others may not have my dedication or
disciplinen and thus wili not accrue the increased productivity. This meaning was
strongly held by the non-teleworkers who believed that home was not a place of work
and held too many temptations that would distract you fiom working. Marlo aptly
stated:

'They may not watch Oprah but they have the oppominity to watch Oprah."

The lack of tnist in co-workers is a shared reality held by the teleworkers and the nonteleworkers. Both the teleworkers and the non-teleworkers believed that those working
h m home took advantage of their situation. Of course, as mentioned earlier, the

respondents rare1y adrnitted to abusing their empowerment and as one respondent
excitedly said, '1 would never watch daytime tdevision!" Jim, a teleworkr, captured
this sentiment:

"Certainly some of the people wonder whether people are actdiy working. 1
think that their assumption is that people are at home and they're not working,
you know, they're watching television, they're doing whatever it is they would
do. And that isn't the case. "

Table VIII provides some examples of the local meanings of uniqueness.
Table VIII
Uniqueness

.---.____-.____IL...........-

Member
Mike

My first thing would, see, for me, it's interesthg because I've kind
of ripped off the system in a sense, in a very positive way in the
sense that if you had to say to me, ok, we're shutting down your
office and you're working at home and that's the only place you can
work at, 1would sit there and go, let me thing about that. Because 1
Like corning into the office. 1also like working at home. 1have the
best of both worlds.
See the thing is, 1 could, there are a lot of people out there screwing
the pooch, 1 would imagine.

Pam

Most people who work at home bat 1work with will either take the
odd day and work at home. Itts not a scheduled thing. Or they seem
to work at home ail the tirne. 1 work at home when 1 want which is
not typical.
1mean. I think some people will take advantage of it but the time
that I've been here, there's those few, not bad apples, but those few

Quotation

Organization
Meniber

that take advantage of it.
I'm in a v i a 1 case here because 1 came in in September here and 1
didn't reaiiy know a lot of people.
1 think there's a lot of work to be done. I mean 1 was pessirnistic, 1
still am pessirnistic because 1 know what you can get aWay with and
productivity for the w m p y is not n e d y going to increase. 1
think what you'll see is that a lot of people wiil manipulate theV
tirne and they'll start doing other things on the side and start

getting.. .

It's also an unusual arrangement...one fellow wmmented that 1
redrew the line because then as a man going part time and stay at
home dad, it's not typical.

Harold

4.2.1.5 Reaching out and Touching Someone
1 have used this slogan from an American phone company to label this symbol. It

captures the essence of the communication that occuned in the course of working from
home. That is, reaching outside the home to comrnunicate with others. For the

respondents there were three predominant paths to communicate:
1. Phone - voice messages, person to person, or conference calls;
2. E-mail; and
3. Organized face to face meetings.

These three forms of communication were fundarnentally similar for those who worked

in the office. They only varied in the percentage of rime engaged in each. For
example, Bill, a non-teleworker, would not use the phone to communicate with his ce

workers. He believed in personal face-to-face communication to increase his
effectiveness in getting things done. "There are a lot of interruptions with work and the
social 'what did you do last night?' type question. But that's the whole thing. It is an

office setting and interaction is the whole point."

In the interviews it became clear that the nature of communications changed very little
when the job function moved to the home.

The appiication of advanced cornputer
equipment was not as critical as suggested in the Literature. For the ~pondentsthe
telephone was the most widely used fom of communication. This was true for the
non-teleworkers as well. Being on-line and having e-mail was also cornmon
. - but seemed
to be of limited importance. In fact, whether in the office or at home, communication
was often geographically remote involving communication with other individuals across

the world. This directly impacted the interaction the respondents had with CO-workers
by diminishing the direct interaction the respondents had with their local peers. Often,

it was dificult for the respondents to even get to know their local mworkers as they
saw each other only intermittently. Many of the respondents had very little interaction

with their local co-workers. Pam offered an example of her way of working:
" We work with nine or ten other cumpanies across Canada. Nine different

companies, nine different time zones, different cultures and so on."
Working with remote others and different companies was tnie for the non-teleworkers
as well. For both the teleworkers and the non-teleworkers the phone was the most

common tool used by the respondents to comrnunicate with their remote colleagues.
Often phone meetings were arranged making the calls seem more formal.
At home and the office, the phone was the tentacle that reached into the organhation
and out into other organizations. Additionally, using phones and e-mail to
wmmunicate was adequate for the respondent's needs. Thus, working at home had

minimal impact on the communication of the respondents.
Another aspect of the symbolism of reaching out and touching someone held by the
respondents was the ceremony involved in attending face to face meetings. When
preparing for these meetings the respondents showered and dressed in appropriate garb.
There was also the necessary packing of fùes and other items that were required. It
was important not to leave anything at home that might be required in the meeting.

Another part of the ceremony was when the respondents amived at the office. It was an
occasion when somane who t y p i d y worked the majority of their t h e at home visïted
the office. Frank noted this when he talked about the few times he did go into the

office:
'When you're in (the office) they khd of treat it Like, hey, Norm's hemn
.

.

-

Table M provides some samples of the different local meanings of the symbolism of
reaching out and touching someone.
Table IX
Reaching Out and Touching Someone
Organization
Member
Mike

Pam

Quotation

Well, you see, I'm a different case than most folks here because 1
dropped in here kind of mid stream so 1 felt lüce I had no big
relationship or deep relationship with a lot of folks around the
office. In that case it certainly hasn't stimulated my ability to meet
folk in îhe office because I'm not here al1 that much and neither are
a lot of other people. So in that case it surely has impacted the
office relations because you don? have that camaraderie.
We have offices al1 across Canada and we don't see the people that
we work with on a regular basis. We just talk to them.

Weii, the way we work is that most of the people that are on my
team or in my group are actually already located in other cities and
then ail my customers which are the telephone companies are also
located in other cities so the nature of this job is you spend most of
your time on the phone in conference cals as opposed to face to
face meetings.
You know, because of the situation where you close doors and you
only meet twice a week. Like, I'm not trying to date you or
anything, you know. So you don't get a chance to interact a lot. So
it just takes that rnuch longer to get to know them and to have the

friendships, you know.
The advantage for me is that a lot of the people 1cornmunicate with
are out East so they 're 2 hours ahead, so if 1get up at 7:00 1'm khd

Ici_.

-

..

Organhtion
Member

Quotatioa

of working with them anyway.
Harold

And 1 don? have to spend a lot of tirne interacting with other

people*

And in Calgary what 1 do primariiy is just send an e-mail for
communication. 1 work for a woman here. She's more-afa group
leader systems analyst, not so much a forma1 supervisor but she
needs to be plugged in with respect to the work thatts to be
coordinated. So 1'11 send her e-mails and say, this is what I've done,
this is what I've got on the go. And I've noticed that Snce I've gone
to a part tirne arrangement and workuig from home, she will, she's
formalized the communication as well, in that, she'li come in
Monday mornings, verbally, sort of what's going on. And she never
did that before. So in some respects wmmunication has actuaIiy
improved. Where 1think it was taken for granted before.
And sometimes e-mail is just a way of documenthg what you've
done. So it's not necessarily a request but it's to cc. somebody and
say 1just compleied this and by the way this is for your
information.

Julie

[Commenting on the remote communication:]
...everyone we work with is remote but connected and ...Like we've
got a client in Ottawa right now that we have set up a high speed
connection so we can share data files.

Kirk

[Commenting on remote work:]
1 have clients that 1have never met.

Frank

...Because a lot of the work does tend to be on the phone. So if you
can make that more efficient then that just makes it cleaner and
easier for you to work with.
Making sure you have got everything for a meeting and not h a h g
to say oh 1left it at home. It is just planning ahead.

4.2.1.6 Interruptions

Each respondent stated that they hated interruptions and that working at home ailowed
them to concentrate. However, it was often mention& that with the loss of these

chance discussions spontaneity never occurred. This ambivalence may have been
driven from the belief that chance meetings result in useful, productive actions. The
spontarimus discussions rnay even have occurred, perhaps over the phone, but being
uninterrupted seemed to be more important to the fespondents.
The respondents relished that when working at home there were no longer igtenuptions

h m CO-workerswanting to chat. They attnbuted this benefit to substantially
improving the quality and productivity of their work. The same respondents also
lamented that they Mssed the fun of chatting with ceworkers. It appeared that when

feeling gregarious the respondents wanted to tak to someone and felt it was okay to be
interrupted or interrupt someone but intempting was convenient oniy when it happened

on their terms. M e n the respondents were interrupted by someone else at an
inconvenient time it often became an annoyance. 1 am not sure why this reaction
occurred but it may have been related to a sense of control over the environment. It

also highlighted the ambivalence that individuals had towards intemptions. Sornetimes
interruptions were desirable and at other times they were annoying.
It seemed that the respondents recognized that their reduced interaction with their peers

might be detrimental in aspects such as idea creation and exposun to management; but
this loss of spontaneity was more than offset by their increased ability to focus on the

work at hand. The respondents, by having no intenuptions from cm-workers, felt they
were able to concentrate and focus on their work. This symbolUed to themselves and

their peers their increased work effectiveness.
Table X provides some examples of these different rneanings of the local rneanings of
the interruptions.

Table X
Interruptions
..

...-.
. ......... .

Organization
Member
Pam
Clancy

Quotation
You might lose a Little bit of just the interaction among employees. 1
don't know if that's a bad thing or a good thing.
. And it bothers them that way beause you know, and that's one of
the things is that, it's like anything else, is that you how, with
telecommuting or with your head office king somewhere,
sometimes you're out of touch, you don't find out as fast. And
that's the same with telecornmuting is that if you're in the office and
with a group and I've seen this in Ottawa, if you were a group and
working away, like some of the stuff that goes on, the &y to day
interaction, something will corne up and get addressed and get sent
out. But if you' re not there you won't know about it or you might
be bypassed sometimes. But there are trade-offs, you know.
1 think one of the things it loses and it's because of the communal
setting at work, maybe not, Like 1 say, so much here yet for me but
in Ottawa it would b e the spontaneousness of new suggestions, new
thought processes because when you're at home, and you know
yourself, when you have somebody to bounce it off verbally, it's a
Lot easier than to bounce it off in a written way.

1 mean the carnaradene, the conversations by the coffee machine,
like when you worked hem, 1 mean, having a conversation, just
hanging out, hey what's new. 1 miss that because it's not there.

And a lot of the networking you used to do, indirect networking
within a company, you lose contact with by doing this.

One thing that annoyed me is people coming in and disturbing you
when you're working. That is the biggest thing Itve noticed since
working at home. 1 go up to that office and I try to work and 1
always have someone waik in, oh, how's it going, what did you do,
what have you been up to. And like, you're working and you've
got a flow of thinking going and someone cornes in and breaks your
concentration. 1 find being home alone you can really concentrate
on what you're doing and pmbably productivity fkom that alone is
increased by 20 % . Because there aren't any interruptions, there's
no outside people asking you stupid questions, not even relevant to
your work and you're sitthg there and you got it going pretty good.

Organization
Member

Quotation

So flow of thinking and concentration 1 thuik is greakr at home
aione. 1 cal1 it the home alone program, by the way.
If you tend to be in an office your time can be very quickly eaten up
in given tasks that are not planned and you can spend a lot of time
doing things for other people and doing things as a support m u r c e
and not reaiiy working towards your objectives and goals. So even
though you can set your prioritik for your day and what not you
can get sidetracked very easily because of the interruptions and just
king in the office. So at home you have a Little bit better time
management control. And you can sit down and you got more quiet
time and you can actualiy get at your priorities in a much more
focused manner.

Frank

4.2.1.7 The Binary Office

Technology in general, and the computer specificaily as symbols of modem work are
ubiquitous in today's society. With this understanding it was not surprising to find the

respondents viewed the perspective of tuming the computer 'on" as a reflection of

working and " off as the end of the day or not working" . The respondents used the
Y

symbol of the computer as an important work artifact to represent the office at home.

For the office worker, amiving at the office symbohs 'work'.

The respondents had

to produce their own symbols of work. Technological artifacts were the symbols of
work. The respondents viewed the perspective of tuming the computer 'onn as a

.

reflection of working and 'off" as the end of the day or "not workhg" The same was
often true with the telephone. For example, one respondent viewed tuniing the Mger
on as the start of the work day. Second, the computer was viewed as the office.
Simply, the computer itself. s y m b o l k the spatial concept of work and the use of the

compuer symbolizes the temporal concept of work. Again, the same was often tnie for
the telephone.

Telework is viewed in a particular way. Prîmary to this perspective is the technoIo@d

aspect of telework. However, in the inte~ewsit became clear that the nature of

communications and the use of technology changed very little when the job function
moved to the home. The application of advanced computer equipment was not as

critical as suggested in the literature. Perhaps the teçhnologically enabling factor

implicit in telework is the fact that cornputers (Le. office technology) are avaiiable at
home rather than the ability to cornmunicate with the center. Technology is not
practicaiiy a necessary part of teleworking; however, in a sense it is symbolically
. important. It ailowed the respondents to 'switch' modes fiom home to v

W office, an

essential transition if one is to be a successful, diügent teleworker.
Table XI provides some examples of the local meanings of the binary office.
Table XI
The Binary Office
O anilation Member
Mike

[Talking about starting his day:]
...and I'U go sit at the computer and I'U start doing stuff.
1 tum the phone on because I turn the ringer off so we
don't get phone caiis like we have gotten at 6 am. which
is 8 a.m. Ottawa time, or 3 3 0 in the rnoming. So 1 turn
the ringer off until I wake up, say 6:30 or 7. So the ringer
will be on so 1 can answer cails. I'm basically in the office
at that point.

Clancy

[Cornmenthg on the computer:]
1 use the cornputer for everything.

Harold

meferring to turning onloff the computer:]
Phone m e anytime and I d
ihave the office ready.

...once I've shut that computer off work's done.
Buzz

And now they ail have littie notebooks and you can work

anywhere.
1take my

Frank

office wherever that computer goes.

Pescribing the work routine prior to workhg from

7

Member
....Organilrition
.-.

Incident, Q u o L a t i o m , E v e n t

..

Etc.

l
C
I
C

home:]
My main work was going into the office and working out
of the office now 1use the computer h m home.
[Describing the tools provided to work h m home:]
I'm not really set up efficiently as I can be yet and that's
somethïng I'm working towards and getting better at the
twls that we're given to work.
*

Once I've turned the computer off my &y's work' is
done.
[Cornmenting on the technology:]
...there's some really neat tools. We can actually look up
a number and dia1 out and it saves you a lot of time. So
once you're set up, you're great.
1 was one of the first people issued a laptop so it made it

Craig

quite easy to work fiom home.
Jim

I've got a notebook that basically if 1 lost it 1 wouldn't be
able to function.

Al

[Descnbing a typical work moming:]
1'11 get up and go to my office environment, be it here
@orne]or be it at the main offce, and I log on to my
computer.

Basically, once I've shut off the computer work is done.

4.2.2 Legitimization

The second group of symbols cluster around the category legitimization. This category

expresses the need for the respondents to convey io co-workers, management, and

.

friends that they are 'working" There are two symbolic forms in this category. The

first symbolic form is justification. This symbol helped the respondents jusm to

themselves their success in working from home. The second symbolic form is the
front-

4.2.2.1 JUSfif~catiou

Justification was an extremely pervasive symbolic reality for the lespondents. in
describing their work styles the respondents used particula. phrases and words tint

emphasized their increased work output whiie working h m home. Each respondent
commented that their productivity was enhanced due to working h m the home and

pmvided rationaie and wncrete examples of their success in working at home.
. Table

W identifies some of the key words used consistentiy by each respondent to describe
their style of working at home.

Table XII
Wor& used by the teleworkers to d d b e teleworking
1' m doing weii, productivity, improvement, performance, at the top,

counterproductive, efficient, discipline, motivation, effeçtive working
The respondents saw themselves as working how they wanted and thus felt more

comfortable with their job and therefore assumed they were more productive. Gurstein

(L990),in her study on home-work, also found an ovenvhelming consensus among the
individuals she intewiewed that working at home was more efficient. Gurstein (1990)
went on to make the point that such an ovenvhelming consensus that working at home
was more efficient than working in an office rnay corroborate the 'Hawthorne Effect"
theory that when people are in control they are more likely to feel productive in their

work. Additionaily, the respondents felt that they were not wasting time by

commuting to work when they could do the work at home. The increase in productivity
need not necessarily be true or even validated. In discussing productivity with Ed and
why he thought his productivity had improved he paused for several moments before

answenng:

'It's more of a gut feel than anything else."
Even though productivity was rarely documented the respondents ail declared an
improvement in their work production. Part of their motivation in doing this may have

been to reinforce to their co-worken, managers. and themselves that they were working
hard as they were much more productive.

The respondents aiso felt they achieved increased productivity by the avoidance of
interruptions in the workplace. Respondents referred to the distractions that oocurred
due to interaction with cctworkers in the work place. At home responden-. -noted that
-

distractions were minimal, aliowing maximum concentration and the ability to focus on

work.
Table XII1 provides some examples of the local meanings ofjustification.
Table XIII
Justification
Organization

Member
Mike

Pam

Quotation

Driving on the QE (the Queen Elizabeth Expressway is outside of
~oronk)is a waste of time. Itts 2 hours productive work tirne or
personal time that I'm killing. And 1 know that I'm just as
productive at home.

Just the flexibility. 1 set it up so that I'rn on conference calls and
things in the moming that are very conducive to working at home
and not having any distractions. So you can really go, go, go.
My most productive time is in the am.and so 1think that's good
for me to be at home for my most productive time.
And your time is really well spent because there's actually less
things to waste your time there, there's nobody to talk to.

Clancy

And there again when you do work from home you realize how
much more work you get when you're not distracted by all that.
You know, cubicles and aiI that bit.

I'rn more productive at home than I am at work anyway.

I'rn probably more focused so that means I'rn more dedicated to
what I'm doing and if not dedicated then defïnitely more focused.

..
.
.
. .-...
..
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Organization

Quotation

Member

_
m
_
C
-

Frank

I'm h d of not a moming person so, and I can actually get pretty
productive in the moming. So 1 dont miss gohg into the office first
thing in the moming.

People want to chat and a lot of time is wasted because people are,
- oh, did you hear about so and m...
1 find it to be extremely efficient for me (working at home).

Very little work gets done because people are constantly m
about whatever, saying, how are you doing?...

g

DaIking about his work productivity at home: J
And actually it ended up being the work production as far as the
output, probably better and more driven being done from home than
being done from here because of interruptions and that.
1find being home alone you can really concentrate on what you're
doing and probably productivity from that alone is increased by
20%.

Employee satisfaction. 1 think just the fact that you' re able to
choose to do it or not do it, just iike flex tirne or whatever if it's
much more, if it suits the employee, that person is more satisfied
and a happier person when they corne into work. And secondly, you
cm be a lot more productive.
Jim

[Speaking about concentrathg at home:]
1 dont have any other distractions, it's very easy to work hard.
Now as my job got more research oriented one of the problerns was
1 was reaily busy at work and it was really hard to concentrate on
that type of work, when you really have to pay attention and do the
research and the writing and to be intempted is really
counterproductive.
Weli, actually, one ihing I've learned is that my productivity has
gotten a lot higher... because I've eliminated a lot of the idle
discussion.. .

4.2.2.2 The Front

G o h a n (1959) defines the front as:

'the expressive equipment of a standard kind intentionaily or unwittlngly
ernployed by the individual dunng his performance." @. 22)
Goffman considers appearance, manner, and setting together when he dimisses the
front. However, for those working at home these three concepts were disj@ned.
. -

Appearance, or how one look& and dressed becarne unimportant because the face to

face contact was removed. Instead, the 'manner', understaod as the social attitude or
the way one speaks and acts to another, became the key "front*. Managing this front
became very important for the respondents.

This was especially important in rnanaging

perceptions.
The front was a pervasive symbolic reality for the respondents. The Front symboiizes

the actions the respondents did to present a persona that represented how the
respondents wanted the world to view them. The front was similar to the face an actor

pub on for a performance. Actuaily, a front is put on by everyone at sometime,
although we may not always be aware of it. For exarnple, we may act differently when
dealing with the president of the company than when dealing with the complaints

department. The front's actions are cornprised of how we present ourselves to others.
These actions would include, among other things, our mannerisms, tone of voice,
vocabulary u&,

and how we dress.

The front refers to the public persona and reflects the images the respondents portrayed

when in their work mode. These were the things the respondents wanted others to see

as their main characteristics. Typically when 'working', the respondents descnbed

themselves as efficient, productive, autonornous, and rnotivated. In short, they saw
themselves as hard working professionals. This represents the front of a diligent,
responsible, and productive worker the respondents wished to present to the public and
to their CO-workers.

Most communication for the respondents occurred using the telephone. As such,
affécting a front was not easily accomplished. In person, it was somewhat easier to

make an impact either through mannerisms, style, or manner of dress. Over the phone
it was not as easy to present a front. However, the respondents still üied to present a
front in other ways. First, the respondents were particdiuly conscious of ensuring that
what they said over the phone was delivered on and f o d y foîiowed up.- -Second, for
aii the respondents a comrnon shared belief was the perception that working from home

was less professionai than working from an office. A result of this was that the
r q n d e n t s rardy shared that they worked from home with others outside their
organization. Finaily, when at home the respondents answered the business phone line
at all times to show others that they were on the job and working.
The respondents held the belief that face to face communication was an old way of

doing business and that teleworkers required new ways to present fronts and make an
impression. The respondents were particularly interested in presenting the front of a
professionai, hard working person. However, they realid that accomplishing this
over the phone and without direct contact was diffictilt. For some of the respondents
the quality of work output rather than perceptions created in face-to-face meetings was
one way of accomplishing the front they desired. However, when dealing with
management, many of the respondents felt that they were now being evaluated by how
they conducted themselves over the phone and felt it was not within their power to
make the impact they desired. The respondents were concerned that without direct
contact the front they desired could not be established and that management might find
them lacking. Still, besides quality of work output, none of the respondents knew of

any other way to make an impression. Al spoke to these points:

"That's 1 think another area that needs to be worked on because a lot of
people's performances were judged on personal views as weli as work views
Like thek quality of work. Unfortunately, I think that's changing but there's

more ernphasis on quaiity of work. 1 don? daily interact with aI.l these guys and
ladies. 1just interact on a need to basis but if there's a requirement like a

monthly forecast, you know, the quality of the work supplied is really the basis

of my performance. And you know, obviously when your on con calls or
they're asking you questions of your opinion, financial opinion or business

opinion on anything, they judge your performance on how you conduct yourseif
in your response. But it's less communicative over e-mail, v o i e mail,

telephone, versus you and 1 sitting in the same office. So the mannerisms
. and
the way people physically cunduct themselves that used to be, you know, people

used to take that as part of the pedormance evaluation, which is now gone, so
now it's based on, if I phone him, does he phone me back within the day. Now

that's kind of a criteria. When he submits his reports are those reports done
thoroughly complete, do they answer the question I asked, well, yeah, ok. So
does he meet the expectations of his customers, being the sales guys, weU yeah,

well then that 's his performance. "

Ai understood the need for a front but was stniggüng with how he used to affect a front
and how he now affects a front.

Dress, the most recognitable front, was also important to the respondents. The
respondents were very conscious of what they would Wear when going into the office or
IeaWig the home to meet with others. When using the phone it did not matter what was

wom. However, when meeting in penon, presentation affected the front. Ali the
respondents were aware of this and strongly believed that when leaving the home they
must dress professionally. Moreover, meeting face-to-hce provided an opportunity to
make an impact that would bolster the Front created over the phone.

Table XIV provides some examples of these different meanings of the local meanhgs of
the front.

Table XIV
The Front
Menaber
Mike

If someone calls me at my work office they don't even know it's
king transferred to my home office. It's transparent. Sa thatts great
because no one needs to know where you are workhg.
Like I'U cail someone say at 3:30 here they'n not in the office
because it's 5:30 Uttawa the. I'm expecting their caii at 6:30
which is like the beginning of their &y, the next day. So I've
learned that 1 have to have the ringer on by 6:30 or 7:00.

Clancy

...I will shave and 1will dress in jeans or a shirt, 1won't work in
sweats. 1 don' t

have sweats. 1 mean I look at it as work.

Ed

If I'm going out then I'U get dressed in a suit or something like that
and if not I'll just put on a pair of jeans or something like that.

Frank

1 don't know how much I'd attribute to the home office but there
was that sense of a loss of professionalism, a loss of the old
environment which was more stable or you know. 1 cal1 it the old
environment because it's the way we used to do things. Now things

are changing. And I think that's the other thing. You have to kind
of, in my mind, you have to try this and look at new things and look
at new ways of doing things.

4.2.3 Control

This group of symbols is encompassed by Foucault's (1977) penetrating ideas on
'discipline'. These ideas have direct bearing on the sensemaking of teleworkers. The
'disciplines' are methods to control the body. They include the scale of control, the
object of control, and the modality.

The smle of control refers to the focus on the body

itself and gaining control over gestures, movement, and attitudes. The object of wntrol

refers to how we use our bodies to complete tasks. Its focus is on repetitive exercises

forcing economy and efficiency. In work tems this could relate to productivity.
Finaily, modality refers to supe~singthe processes of the activity rather than the

result. Today, this may mean monitoring the arnount of t h e a worker is logged into

the cornputer as a means of judging the amount of work done. Aithough Foucault
describes these disciplines as having arisen in the early eighkenth century, the
disciplines have comfortably taken a place in the work domain and are enacted every

day.
.

-

Foucault discusses several principles of discipline of which three pertain to the
sensemaking of the teleworkers. These pruiciples, whose names I have used to label
the symbolic forms within the conml category include the time table, hierarchical

observation, and normalizing judgement. Each is discussed in tum.
4.2.3.1 The T h e Table

The first symbolic fom in the control category is the time table. Similar to a time
table, where segments of time are designated for certain activities, the respondents had
an understanding of being able &O demarcate tirne. Further, keeping track of how much
time was spent doing what helped detemine whether an adequate job was being
perforrned. For example, there was Company tirne, penonal time, and children's or

family time. The length of the time spent 'doing' each helped the respondents judge
their performance or adequacy of what was being done. The respondents were
particularly preoccupied with putting in a day's work. To help judge a complete work
day the respondents typicaily used time. Thus, worlàng eight houn reflected a good

day's work.
The was also used to organize the day by demarcating the time. Mary used the time

table to completely organize her days:

'...then I'U work (in the home office) until5:30pm. At 5:30pm the nanny goes

home so 1 corne out at 5:30prn. Monday, Wednesday, Fridays, from 7 : Q m to

8:OOprn 1go the gym. So k m 5:30prn to 6:30pm 1feed the baby, get the baby
ready and then the baby, rny husband and me ail go."

Mary completely demarcated 'her time' from the 'company time' and had established a
regimented program to organize her days. Other respondents had simüar concepts of
demarcating time and mentally keeping track of the number of hours spent 'working' or
'not working' . Clancy's words capnuPd this point:

Part of it too is that working at home gives you that freedom that if you f
d
like going out for lunch that day with your family you can go and you
- - can go for
a two hour lunch or you can do some enands because you h o w that you'U put

the time in somewhere else,"
Commuting was seen as a waste of time by both the teleworkers and the nonteleworkers. That time can be wasted is itself interesting and suggests society's
compulsion with time as an important resource. Darrin and Bill, both non-teleworkers,
hated the moming commute. Both stated that 'the travel time offers nothing"

.

AU the

non-teleworkea identified the savings in commuting time as the most valuable aspect of
teleworking. As Bill, located in a large metroplitan city, deiicately states:
" At first I thought telecommuting was stupid but the saving in time is

awesome. "

Table XV provides some examples of these different meanings of the local meanings of
the time table.
Table XV

The T i e Table
Organization
Member
Mike

Pam

Quotation

nime as sornething that should not be wasted:]
Yeah, 1 did actually. 1 worked on the road a lot in a sales support
function. 1 worked at home a ton just to avoid the commute. 1was
living in Buriington which is about a 45 minute drive ftom Toronto.
My office was in Toronto. If 1 had no reason to be in Toronto I'm
not wasting 1 112 hours of my day, up to 2 hours there and back,
It's quite an advantage because you save a lot of tirne.

Clancy

Like 1 said, you know, 1can work 5 hours or 6 hotus say, rny the,
1came in just after 6:30 today and 1 have work to do. 1can leme
anytime I feel like it or 1 can stay tiil whatever time 1 fcel iike, as
long as 1 put in my 8 hours at some point.
But when 1 spiit, when time is finished up, usiially at 5 if1 know
that I'm not making up time or 1don't have a project deadiine,
usually around 5,5:30, iilce supper time, is when 1 finish for the
day. And when 1 finish 1 mean that's formally like sometimes, we
don? watch a lot of TV and if we're not going out, going to bed
early or my wife is doing something, 1 mean 1might read something
else that I haven't finished. But that's an informai thir~g.1 need
something to have me fa11 asleep, you know.
What that means is because a lot of my people are in Ottawa is 1 can
start at 6:OOarn at home but then it means 1 can take a break off and
1 cm go for lunch, or 1 can go tobogganing with my child and then
go back to it later to do my other stuff, iike some of rny
presentations or ads and stuff. You know, depending on your
workload and the time. So the time management and that's what 1
really like about it.

Harold

But 1 really look at the wmmute as a waste of time when 1only
have to get into the system to solve the probfem.

The first priority when I'm at home, because I'm the caregiver, is
my son. So I have to deal with the changing and the bteaWast. And
sometimes that coiiides with my personai priorities, so I have to
shower, those lands of things. So for the first 1 1/2 hours it's kind
of a mangle of dealing with me and dealing with my son. And then
it, I try at that point to log in and see if there are any urgent matters
because on a week to week basis there are a lot of activities going
on and notifications coming in and so on. So 1check these. And if
everything is clear then what I'U do is look at my to do list and say,
is there something that 1 should be dohg today between about 10:O
and noon. That's when my son sleeps and 1 try and keep him on a
routine so 1 can plan some of my time around. Then lunch becornes
lunch, a commingling of my prioritîes and my son's again. An hour
and a half after lunch is reaiiy his tirne, maybe 2 hours, where
we're doing things together. Then 1 know that he goes to sleep for
another 1 112 or 2 hours. And so 1 will look at that time again and

---

-

Organization
Mernber

-

--

--

Quotation
- .

see what 1 can do for work. If 1 still have some things at the end of
the &y then 1 look to when is my wife cornhg home and ju@g
between work and my time for the evening. So what is the highest
prionty and do 1 have something. So at work what should 1do and
log in again, then you do some of that. And my wife p r i m d y takes
care of him in the evenings.
- -

Yeah, 1 leave here at you how, noon, or as close to nwn as I can
make it. It takes me about 10 minutes to get home. Then I'U spend
45 minutes, I'U have my lunch, l'il play with the baby. Then I'U go
into my office at home.
And then, Tuesdays and Thursdays, the baby has a bath and aU that
sort of stuff, so h e doesn't get cleaned on Mondays, Weds and
Fridays because there's not enough time.

4.2.3.2 Hierarchical Observation

The second symbolic fom in the control category is hierarchical observation. This
refers to the modem bureaucratie concept that each level of the hierarchy keeps watch
over the lower ranks. This works well in a typicai office environment but is negated

when individuals work from home. Of course, even when a person can be seen it does

not mean they are working. Regardless, when worklng at home, suddeniy the idea of
using visibility to control the respondents was rernoved. This seerningly gave some
control back to the respondents. However, they now assumed the responsibility of
disciplinhg themselves. Several of the respondents realized this new sense of control.
Words like 'liberating' and 'freedorn' were used regularly to describe the feeIing of
working from home. As one respondent stated:
'Working from home aiiows m e a more easy kind of thing to ease into the
day" .

Part of the fieedom came From not having to be on display and not having to deal with
the pressures of the work place. The respondents were able to start the day at their

leisure. Altematively, if finished for the day there was no need to hang around and be
seen. At home, if the respondents finished before 5:00pm, it was easier to quit for the

day than in a traditional office where it might be noted they left early.'

In an office
leaving early often resulted in CO-workersnoticing the early departure with s~orn.~
In

fact, a senior manager 1 spoke with confided that often he finished everything he needed
for the day but could not leave because if he left early it was assumed he was idle and
that his role in the company would be perceived u l e s critical than the other senior

positions.Io

-

-

The people who worked from home had some control over their time. Strong words

like freedom" and 'liberating" highlighted the powexful saisernalring king

constituted. Frank descnbed his start to the day:
"So that's the good part is the fact that you probably have a little bit better time

management control. And you can sit down and you pave] got more quiet time
and you can actually get at your priorities in a much more focused manner."

Harold said the sarne things but in much stronger words:
'It was rather liberating to sit at home with a frothy cappuccino and to focus

just on the task and to literally leave a lot of the pressures behind."
Finally Jim's dialog detaüed the variety of things that he could do at home that were
just not possible if working in an office.
'The other day 1 had to get, you know, when I'm building this room next door,
1 needed someone to come in and do the stipple. It's nice because now 1can

arrange to have someune Mme in and do that during the day without, oh, 1 have
to

dash from work to home to meet the guy to get it done. He can get it done

while I'm working away. So that's a really nice ihing. The ability to go and put

a load of laundry in, just throw it in, go and work, you know, when it's done
you can ihrow it in the dryer. It doesn't take any time out of your day's

discussed in the previous section the symbol of the tirnetable plays a role in
determining how many hours are worked and when an appropriate quitting time might
%s

be.
Perhaps a somewhat cynical comment but it does seem to be supported by both the
interviews and my Life's experïences.
'O To his credit he did take leave of this company,

schedule. You get little things done that you wouldn't have been able to do
before so it's kind of, especially when you're really busy. 1 find in the

summertime, you know, you're trying to squeeze in as many hours at work and
I'm trying to get in as much golf in as possible at the same time that having bat

ability to get some of those things done, you know, b u s e 1 h d in the
.summertime you go through a lot more clothes than you do in the yhtertirne

just because you're out and about and you're getting a lot dirtier. That I find is
absoluteiy great. "

Working from home removed the respondents from the controlled office environment
and created the oppominity to perform personai tasks. However, to some of the

respondents this meant something a little different. Workîng fkom home was a fragile
freedom. The respondents could still do some personal things but it must not be
exploited or the ability to work from home could be removed. Clancy's predilection to
this belief was seen in his simple statement:

"It's up to you to prove that it's good or it's up to you to screw it."
The respondents recognition of this control is highlighted in their description of their
managers as feeiing a loss of control. Ed experienced this directly:
'I've had two different managers since I've been doing this. The fmt guy that 1

dealt with was more a, more of a, you how, he wasn't real cornfortable with
the concept. He wanted to feel like h e had more control 1 thhk or he fdt a little

...

bit threatened by the fact that Weii, normaiiy he was used to beiig able to
w a k d o m two offices and say what's going on here, you know, or what's this.

Whereas you have to manage and you have to t ~ ~that
s t your employees are
doing what you want them to do and aii that sort of thing. So he was 1 think
onginally a little bit uncornfortable with it but then he got pretty used to it and
generaliy when things go well, nobody cares anyway."

FinaUy, Clancy realized that he was gainhg something by working at home that he
could not get if he worked in the office full time:

'You're a more satisfied individual because, Lüre for m e persondy, I'rn happier
because 1 see my famiy and 1 can interact with my fhdiy and part of that

interaction is that rny partner can slcep in in the morning because my daughter
gets up eariy and 1'11 make brealdast and then wake her and we'U have

breakfast, whatever will be ready and not ail the time. And then when she's
awakened then 1 can go downstairs and I'rn happy because I got to .share
one on
-

one time with my daughter. I know my wife is very happy because she got an
extra 1/2 hour or one hour to sleep and it's not her having to worry about that

stuff where 1 dash off here. My daughter's up, she's got to be up. So it's a Iittie
special treat. "
Another aspect of the symbolism of hierarchical observation was the respondents
understanding of themselves as mature adults and the belief that king a mature adult
means holding certain responsibilities. The respondents felt that when working at

home bey could be trusted to do their job. As two respondents pointed out there was
no need to 'babysit' them. As adults they could be tnisted to act responsibly.
Table XVI provides some examples of the local meanings of hierarchical obsemation.
Table XVI

Hierarchical Observation
Organization
Member
Mike

Quotation
And it's very autonomous. You're running your own show. No

one babysits anyone else here. You don't have a boss in the
naditional mold. So you have to be very independent mindexi in
the first place to work.
And it's the same working at home with telecommuting. 1 mean,
you can measure m e by how much I log in remotely but we a l l
know thatBsfine, you know the h e is being accessed but you stU
donBtknow how much work. 1 m m , 1cm log it in at 9:00 in the
moming, or 8 or 7:30 and not touch it. 1cm go out to the park or
whatever, right. You' re only going to know if I'm goohg off is if

Organization
Member

Quotation
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I have an accident then a i i of a sudden I'm in the hospital on work
time, where you couid do the same here. So 1 mean there's those
measurements and they have to be and they could be formal or
informal. But 1 thi& you have to trust the individual.

Like our guiding principles. Those are very very important to
Axle and the one reason that 1stay at M e , one of the-big rasons
that 1 stay at Axle is the corporate attitude and not just the
department attitude. And what 1 mean by that is that 1have respect
for you as an individual because you corne Uirough those doors
downstairs, you're an adult and you know that you'il get to work.
And if it's 5 hours that you can get it done and you cm go
golfing, that's great. But if you're on a project, you know, like 2
months down the road and it's going to take you 12 hours, you're
going to be there and you're going to do it. You don? lose your
adulthood because you don? corne through a door.

Y&.

1 didn't even really have to. 1 had the authority because

being the supervisor of a remote site and reporting back to
somebody back in Calgary, they were far less concernai with how
I conducted my time.. .

It's really hard as a manager to give up, to let up, you know, to
let go type of thing. Because if 1 don? see you, I don't know if
you 're screwing around. And the problern is in the cal1 center
world, just because you're there doesn't mean that you're not
screwing around because there are usually ways of doing that type
of thing.

Pam

The thing is that again depending on what you're doing, we're aU
responsible adults here. It's a smaii group, wetre 25 people hem.
So you know, you're dnven because you know you've got a good
thing here. You don't want to give it up.

4.2.3.3 Normalizing Judgement

The third symbolic form in the control category is nomallling judgement This
symbol refers to the constant pressure to conform to a set of idealized rights and
wrongs making it readily apparent when deviating fkom normality or acceptable actions.
It is sirnilar to 'laws' but different in the important aspect in that laws are negative.

Laws are in the form "do not do this or that" or you wili be punished. Foucault's
(1977) 'disciplinary power', as enacted through normalized judgement, is different. It

not only punishes or reprirnands, it rewards. This is a very powemil force that uses the
idea of "normalwto conform behavior. The respondents held very distinct meanings of
normaüzed judgement. The meanings were understood h m piut ûaditio+what

they

used to do in the offiice-end the perception of what other CO-workersthought
- of them

working from home.
Tradition may be dehed as the set of formal and informal practices, policies, ideas,
and expectations that guide the behavior of organizations and individuals as they carry
out work. For the respondents the idea of 'normal' seemed to denve from tradition.
Thus what had been done in the past was ofkn what was done now. For the

respondents and the non-teleworkers, working from home was a departure from
tradition and in the words of one teleworker, those who could not understand the notion
of working from home were of the 'old school' mentality. In fact, the idea of 'old

school' thinking was used by many of the respondents to describe those not open to
working from home. Respondents understood telework as somehow different from

'normal work' and that they themselves did not hold the old school mentaüty.

The 'old school' mentality captures the idea of working regular hours, and separating
the home and work into separate realms of differing activity. Those who hold the old

school minci set do not accept working from home as a 'normal' way of working. So
the meaning held by the non-teleworkers was that telework is something different nom
regular work. Teleworking as something different from what had traditionaüy been
done was even true for the respondents who had worked from home the longest. A s Ed

exclaimed:

" I was chosen to work from home because I was the right age, 1 hadn't worked
in an office forever and you know had that right mind set."

Ed recognued that he was chosen because he would accept tryîng something new and
was of a particular frame of mind to succeed.

Another aspect of normalhg judgement was that every respondent held the belief that

others perceived them to be 'sloughing off" while at home. Co-workers, fkiends, and

managers were said to have directed comments bat the respondents perceived as

suggesting that when at home the respondents did not work very diligently. As such,
the respondents saw themselves as sornehow different fmm their peers who
- -remained in
the office. What the respondents were doing was not 'normal' and as such was singled

out and joked about.

Table XVII provides some examples of these dfierent meanings of the local meanings
of nomdizing judgement.

Table XVII
Normalizing Judgement
Organization
Member
.Harold
.
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Quotation
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[Commenting on his work day:]
My work day typically falls in the parameten of 9 to 5. 1 f h d
that works best for me.
Some of them seek isolation. Others get used to it. It's a
traditional thing. It is the way it was always done.
[Commenting on his office at home:]
1 don 't have a traditional office.. .Our next home will definitely
have more space and a traditional office.
[Discussing the need to meet the rules of the company:]
So disciplining yourself to foilow a routine that's still within the
rules of the company because every company says 8:30 to 5:00
which I'm sure you're fmding is becoming more relaxed in the
90s than it used to be.

Clancy

valking about what others say:]
Well, you know, the thing is, you h o w , even my boss makes a
lot of jokes about it. The fact that they will never catch me on
Friday afternoon and al1 that kind of stuff.

o*aniis;
i

-
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-
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Quotatioa

.._____C___
~

You don't lose your adulthood because you don't corne through a
dwr.
1 mean, you're lwlang for an excuse to can the practice, where
here you're not looking for an excuse, you're looking for ways to

keep it going. So it's a reversai of the old management mentality.

There are a few people here that still have somewhat of the old
school mind set and 1 find that hard to (ake. I corne in at 6:30,if 1
corne in at 6:30 because 1know 1 have stuff going on down there
or it's quieter or whatever. 1 mean, I woke up why not get in here
and I'U lave at 3:30 or 4 or whatever. You know, you'll get a
passing remark and you know that it's in a joking remark but it
rnakes me wonder sometimes like if they mean it in a cutting way.
But more and more people, like my attitude is why are you
working here, 1 mean, you know. It's there and if you don't lüce it
go back to one of the old. ...
Mike

[Talking about a Company he used to work for:]
1 was hired by a company back in 1990 and was never into the
traditional work scene. That company has aiways been hard a r e .

palking about his current organization:]
You don't have a boss in the traditional mold.
1 can see how your boss, if a boss is coming fiom the old school
as they say, ail of a sudden this person isn't coming in I'd be very

concerned about that.
It doesntt really matter how you work. You'n running your own
show and have to be treated as such. No one babysits anyone.

Frank

[Reflecting on what others think of work at home:]
Perception is not necessarily the reality.

lirn

piscussing what others say about work at home:]
...they say oh, weil, you don? really work....lazy, not
hardworking...y ou got Oprah on?

4.3 The Enactment of Symbolic Reaüties

The third research question explored the influence of symbolic realities on the

respondent's actions as related to the process of telework. The symbolism of telework
shaped the rtspondent's constructions of telework and their interaction with telework.
Prasad (1993) writes;

'For symbolic interactionists, this process of enactment, whereby .symbolic
realities mediate meaningfül action, is a central conceni of any research

project." p 1419
Those who chose to work at home were labeled teleworkers and a different set of
organizational realities was created and enacted. In the following paragraphs 1 will
describe the influence of the symbolic representations identifid previously on the
process of telework.
4.3.1 Work Performances

The influence of the symbolic forms on work performances had direct consequences on
how the respondents encountered telework and uncovered very interesthg things about

work itself. Those who worked at home were performing the same work as colleagues
who decided to stay in the office but often enacted very different realities.
As discussed previously, the work of those in the office and those at home was similar;

but the category of 'telework' was created for those who chose io work at home.

Ultimately, based upon the interviews with the non-teleworkers and the teleworkers, the
day-to-day work of the respondents was sirnilar to that of their office CO-workersand in
some instances identical. The only distinguishing feature of telework was that some of
the respondents work now occurred at home. Non-teleworkers contrasteci with these
constructions of work in one signifiant way. The non-teleworkers felt that a portion of
their work required them to be in the office. As Marlo stated:
'1 could do maybe 9/10 of my job remotely but the 1/10 that deais with the data

warehouse 1 have to be here because that is where the warehouse is."

Simiiarly, Biil detailed the need to be in the office to interact with other people in order
to get his job done. Part of this need to be in the office was related to getting exposure
to management and furthering his meer. OtheMnse, both the teleworking rcspondents

and the non-teleworking respondents shared sirnilar constructions of work. So it

appeared the constnictions of work among al1 those 1 h t e ~ e w e dwere sirnilar whether

working in the office or working from home. However, the non-teleworkers
. - in this

study made the conscious choiœ to remain in the office even though they could have
worked from home.
4.3.1.1 Home as a place of 'no-work'.

The symbolism of realms had a very strong influence on the meaning of telework. The

non-teleworkers perceived the ideologies of the home and work as different realrns with
varying activities. One result of this perspective was the non-teleworkers did not view
the home as a place of work. Instead, it was viewed by the non-teleworkers as a place

of no-work.
In direct contrast to the respondent's objective ta be seen as hard working and dedicated
was the response received by the respondents from colleagues, clients, and even fiiends

who worked in an office. The non-teleworkers held perceptions, mainly negative, of

people working at home. These perceptions often were developed fiom refleciing on
how they would act if they worked fiom home. As Darin, a non-teleworker, bluntiy
stated:
" Yeah right, if you are at home as if you are going to work."

Frank's statement is typical of many comments received by those who worked at home:
'Originaily they sort of thought, ah, that's got to be the best way to go. It's

pretty siack. You're out by yourself and so the joke used to aiways be, did 1get
you out of bed when they phone and stuR like that And that bugged me a Little
bit, you know, because you' re out here and you' re working but nobody sees

you. 1 didn't like that so much."

Apparently these comments were frequent and although said in a jokhg manner they
did irritate. Clancy's comment about how people remarked on workhg h m home

highlighted this:

'You know, you'll get a passing remark and you know it's in a joking manner
but it makes me wonder sornetimes like if they mean it in a cuiting way."
For the non-teleworkers, their strong ideology of the home and work had -the
-

consequence of shaping their understanding of the home as incompatible with wotking
and created the belief that those who worked at home were really not working. The

teleworking respondents understd that some people just cannot accept people working
from home actuaiiy can succeed and believed that one needs to be somewhat unique to
work fkom home. As Mike pointed out:

" I'm sure you've met some people, not everyone could telecornmute. And most
people would admit that they could never work at home because they would
never do anything."
The non-teleworkers and the teleworkers recognized that work in an office tends to be

interrupt driven, particularly with interruptions from CO-workers. At home, there were
also interruptions, for example a ringing phone. However, when w o r h g at the office
the phone was not always seen as an interruption as the nnging phone could be ignored.
An interruption from a CO-workerwas harder to ignore and was the disruption that the

respondents focused on in the interviews. It was interesting that the ringing phone did
not need to be answered in the office. In an office, the respondents believed that it
would be assumed they were 'busy' or in a meeting. At home the phone typically could
not be ignored because the general perception of the respondents was that if they were
at home and not answering the phone then as Craig stated:
'Where are you and what are you doing?"
4.3.1.2 Home as a place of comfort

The symbolism of realms also shaped how the respondents acted when they were at

home. A common and old theme of the home and work is the idea of pnvate and

public realms. These can be viewed as further examples of the home and work as
binary opposites. Goffman's ideas on front stage and backstage are useful in explaining

the actions of the respondents in these realms.
Goffman's (1959) book offers many insights into the sensemaking of the teleworkers.
Applying Goffman's (1959) ideas of front stage and backstage onto the sllnilar
- -

dichotomy of public and private personae is extremely pertinent to understanding the
sensemaking of teleworkers. Backstage is where we can be ourselves. It emphasizes

the cornfort of the home. It also highlights the pnvacy of the home. It is somewhere
where we are sheltered from the harsh cruelties of the world. In this light, it is clear
why some of the non-teleworkers felt uncornfortable calhg their teleworking COworkers at home. For most of the CO-workersthis was a domah they have not been
invited to participate in and thus felt awkward calling.
At home the respondents were in their dornain and enacted routines that were 'stress

free" and "cornfortableW.At home the respondents felt as if they were backstage at a

performance. Backstage also can refer to the private persona. The private persona
encompasses the actions we do in private and wish to keep separate from Our public

persona. These are the actions we typically do in the home. Relaxation, cornfort, and
intimacy are three obvious characteristics of the home. One respondent highlighted
these characteristics of the home environment when he detailed wearing 'hizzy pink

slippers and a housecoat" while he worked from home. Comfort ruied in the home
domain and aii the respondents spoke of the ease of starting the day at home and the
bliss of wearing anything they liked. The fact that working at home reduced the

"stress" of the moming routine suggested the powerful ideology of the home as
somewhere private as well as a domain where activities were under the respondent's
control. As one respondent stated:
"It's nice to have your sweats and you can get relaxed, have your coffee and
kind of ease into the day."
Another said:

It's nice to be at home as opposed to the office; it is just a little more laid

back. *
The backstage was where the respondents felt they were cornfortable.
4.3.1.3 Fictions of working.

The symboiism of reaims also affected the activities that were performed while
- working. What was mentioned by most respondents but discussed only briefly was that
it was not plausible to work every moment. Not aii time can be productive. What was
unique about working at home was bat the respondents no longer had to display

fictions of working. Consider make-work. While at work and displaying the public
persona a certain decorum is requirod. While at work one must always appeaf busy.
One subtlety of this is that without the ability to close an office door a person is on
public display and must always appear busy. Interestingly, this seems to apply to aU
hierarchical Ievels. The one time a person is caught playing a game may becorne the
one thing that others suspect this person does the majority of the time. Even the fact
that someone can get 'caught" doing something other than work speaks to the powefil
ideology of the work place. One thing that changed for the respondents was they were
able to work how they wanted when at home and it was easier to quit for the day. Ed's
experience when he had to go back to work in the office highlighted his reaction:
" And you know what I find too is, 1did have to go back to work in an office for

about 4 months and it drove me nuts. I went back and you know, Itm the kind
of guy that 1 donit like to sit around now, you know. If I'm done work, I've

done everything that I have to do, I donit like to sit around fiom 3:30 to 5:00
just to wait until5:OO which is what you have to do in that kind of an office

sïiuation. You know, to be involved with the, politically it looks better and you
h o w , al1 the support people and everything else. So 1 found that very kind of

constrictive. "

4.3.1.4 Separating the home envimoment from work

The symbolism of realms also influenced the respondent's need to have some physical
separation of the work space in the home. The respcmdents wanted to separate the

home environment from the work environment. Respondents actively did this by
deveioping home offices away fiom the M

g space of the home. Clancy. explauied
-

what he did:

'When we put in the new office we had the option of talong a third bedroom
upstairs to do it but that' s h d of the family office, you know, as Fdi as the
bills, the cheques and al1 that but also a playroorn for Our chiid. We have a
family room or a TV room downstairs but the way we did it was 1 insulated rny
walls and my ceiling so it would be quiet. So when I'rn in the home office and
actually I'm usually pretty good at that is if 1 want to concentrate on somethhg 1

can block out everything. "
Frank's actions were sirnilar:
'I've actually purposefully set up the doors and the closed area and they know

that if I'm here they don't interrupt me."
The separate space acted as a psychological boundary to prevent work and social life

from interfering with one another. Five respondents had built separate offices wmplete
with locking dwrs that they used to separate the work space fiom the home space or in

other words put the front stage backstage. Jim's dialog offered a good exarnple of how
important it was to separate the work environment from the home:
'I've created a room, it dows me to close the door and that way 1 can close it

off and 1 don? really need to care about other people seeing it and also it allows
me to kind of leave the office."

Another activity of this nature was to not ailow the children to enter the home office
during 'working hours" and even, as one respondent did, keeping the office a secret
place from her infant child. Another respondent also raised the point that when he

worked at home he a c W y never lefk the office. Blocking out the office by shutting a
door was a simple action that allowed the respondents b enact leaving the office.
4.3.1.5 Rethinking the home as the workplnce

The syrnbolism of realms aiso helped the respondents to reconcephialize the home and

work. What was once two separate domains becme blurred. Even for those
who
. integrated the home and work, h a h g the home as the predominant work site required a
shift in understanding. The tespondents conceptuaiization of their work at home was

reflexively determuid by looking back to what they used b do when they were in an
office and attempting to make this conœptualization fit into their " work at home"

environment. The respondents began this process by highlighting that worlang at home
was l e s important than what they did

for a job. As one respondent with a few years

experience of working at home stated:

"To me the telework aspect of the job is natural now and so 1 don? reNy think
of it as being anything amazing."
To the respondents, work is work whether in an office or at home.
Working from home, the idea of 'working" from the home was incongruous with
many of the respondents ideological concepts of home and work. With regard to the

jobs and the actual work being done nothing changed when the respondents began to
work nom home. Working at home became very ordinary and part of the job.
However, this position seemed applicable only to the respondents who had worked at
home for a longer period of time.

The initial move to work from home was disconcerting to the majonty of the

respondents suggesting that there was an adjustment required in making sense of
working fiom home. Frank vividly descnbed his initial reaction to working fmm
home:

'The start was very, very confusing. Like 1 say, when you had a desk at the
officeand you had one here, it just Mt iike you were unorganized. It felt like

you were reaiiy nowhere. You were in the gray area and it just felt Ue you h d
of didn 't belong."
This was common for those just beginning to work from home. At least part of this
disturbance was related to the disruption of their routine. Doug explained how things
were when he began teleworking:

"The biggest thing that I ever had to do was get organized. For thef h t three

or four months 1 was just running because 1 did not know when to be accessible.

Now 1 know how to organize my &y. "
To help make sense of working h m home many of the respondents focused on their
job routines rather than when they worked.
Mike completely rethought his position and viewed himself as running a consulting
firm. This was an interesting enactment as Mike saw himself as different from the

teleworkers and his CO-workers. In doing so Mike understood and enacted a dEerent
reality than al1 the other respondents.
" It's funny because the way I positioned the way 1 work is I'm just mnning my
own company. It's my own consulting h,
you might taik to HR about this,
1'm ninning rny own show. I'rn essentially leasing this little office space and

I've got an office space at home. Axle provides me with the technical support I
require but 1'm an independent consultant that they've brought on and my clients
are based in Ottawa and Toronto. So, that's my relationship with Axle and itts

great. Axle provides me with technical support. That's the way I look at Axle.
But, again, it 's like running my own business because 1 always wanted to run

rny own business. 1 suspect someday 1 will run my own business. This is a neat
stepping Stone to doing that because you get a i l the security of working for a big
company, 1 mean support of working for a big company but the total autonomy,
it 's a home based business for ail intents and, 1don' t see rnyself as

telecommuting as much as 1 see rnyself running a home based business. *

4.3.1.6 Home and Wodc as two seprate realms

The symbolism of realms also influenced how the respondents reacted when individuah
they were dealing with realized that they were at home. When the caller was unaware
that the individual he was convershg with was at home, unexpected sounds iike a dog

barking or a baby wailing exuded background noises that confiicted with the perceived
setting and perhaps with the manner of the individual, who was trying to sound
. 'business-like'. Instead of business background noises, the sounds of the home were
heard. The respondents, in the words of one, 'sensed a feeling of awkwardness" on
the other end of the telephone whenever sounds incongrnous with an office were heard
by someone they were speaking with. This suggested some individuais felt
uncom fortable when dealing with individuals who worked fiom home. Further, the
respondents were still uncomfortable with others knowing they were working from
home.

The symbolism of realms also influenced how non-teleworkers interacted with
individuals working from home. The feeling that there was a sense of awkwardness
inferred that both the respondent and the person he was spealang with were
uncomfortable with something. The discornfort likely arose because there was a
conflict of roles. Talking to someone at home typicaliy occurred with fknds and not
business contacts. Invading the privacy of the home felt awkward. This was true even
for CO-workersand managers. One manager of teleworkers hated calling his
subordinates at home because he felt he was intruding in a space where he had no
authority and often calleci hoping for the voice mail rather than having to speak directiy
with his subordinates at home. When he would cal1 he would often ask, 'Are you at

home or ai work?" implying that even during work hours the home and work boundary
was very nebulous to him. Another non-teleworker respondent felt he was 'invading

their privacyn when he called CO-workerswho worked at home. He womed they

might be douig something else and he would be interrupting. This also highlighted the
powemil ideology of the home and work spaces.

4.3.1.7 E-mail as an inbox/outbox

The symbolism of reaching out and touching someone had anisequences for how
communication channels were us&. nie respondents typically used e-mail sparingly
to send information. ïnstead, with e m d the= was often the curiosity to check and see
if any new messages had corne. This occurred even after the work day was completed.

E-mail's main use was similar to an inbox/outbox. That is, people logged on to theù e.

mail accounts to see if there were any specifîc tasks they were required to do. They

aiso sent notification to others to tell them what they had wmpleted. Craig's dialog
described a typical use of e-mail:
"Then later in the day, about 3 or 4, 1 check my remote mail. What I'U do then

is download the day 's mail from the servers, go through it and reply to various
things that 1 can then 1'11 upload the responses, genemlly while 1 wander
downstairs for supper. Then in the evening 1'11 check to see if there's any late
breaking issues that have come up."
Harold used e-mail similarly:
" E-mail is just a way of documenthg what you have done. So it's not

necessarily a request but it's to cc somebody and say 1just wmpleted this and
by the way this if for your information."
4.3.1.8 Less Interaction with CO-workers

The symbolism of reaching out and touching someone had the consequence of reducing

interaction with CO-workers. As discussed, the co-workers that the respondents
typically interacted with were remote. Co-workers who were local did not work on the
same projects and there was often very little they had in cornmon. One result of

working with pers who were remote was that face to face interaction was already
minimal and it was an easy step to begin working from home as the phone was already
the main source of communication. Mary's response is typical of the teleworkers:
'1 miss out on hey do you want to go for lunch. Those sort of thùigs but it is
not important to me."

Harold, in talking about his mworken, expresses sirnilar sentiment:

"We used to s o c i h more, 1 find that now it's much more difficult to do that.
That desire is not there to socialue in the same way and more responsibiüty at
home means 1just don? do it."
This may point to the changing nature of work rdationships as the three nonteleworkers also had minimal social relations with their mworkers. The -ferencg is
that the office workers had at least cordial face to face interaction on a daily basis with
their peers. These may also be instances where a certain personality type (Le. an
introvert) preferred the solitude of telework.
4.3.1.9 Visits to the Olfce as Speciai

Another consequence of the symbolism of reaching out and touching someone was that
because of the infrequent visits to the office the respondent's limited time in the office
was viewed as speciai and

important. This time was viewed as a limited resource to be

used effectively. Ed highlighted an example of this:
" What we do now too that makes those meetings more productive is that myself

and rny other counterpart will go into a meeting and they h o w that this has got

to be business because these guys are only here for a day so everything we do
has got to be dealt with and out of here because everyone else is on the road
again. "
4.3.2 Legitimization

Work and home have become ideologically distinct. Further, they have become binary
oppositions. The public persona of work and the pnvate persona of home reflected
this. Moreover, work and no-work-which again is the home-can also be opposed.

The trouble then becornes how individuals effectively convey that they work when at
home, a place where " no-work" occurs.
Thus, even if the respondents do the same work at home as someone else does at the
office, they have the added pressure of wnveying the fact that they are working,

wnsciously producing and reproducing symbols connoting work. Bill, a nonteleworker captured this sentiment:
'You can work just as hard at home and never get remgnized for k W

One consequence o f this was the time and effort the respondents spent in manufiicturing
symbols that conveyed the process of working. This was analogous to foiiowing the
criteria to making a good decision and stating that b u s e the criteria waq followed it
must be a 'good' decision. For those at home, time spent manufachiring symbols

conveying 'work' did not necessarily imply they were working.
4.3.2.1 Showing tangible results to prove you are adually working

The syrnbolism of justification, used by the respondents trying to convey they were in
the process of working, is supported by Goffman's (1959) idea of dramatic realization.

Those who worked at home were unseen and dramatizing their performance constituted
a problem. As Kirk, quipped:

" You have to be seen working to be seen as working."
For the office workers, conveying work was straight forward and included things such

as staying late at the office to 'show' their work ethic or joining a cornmittee that
offered exposure to senior management. For the teleworkers these activities were more
difficult to engage in. Teleworking shifted the respondent's relationships with their
managers irom behavior-based to outcorne-based contracts. One instance of this was
that project deadlines became field markers used by the respondents to prove outwmes.
The respondents wanted to be seen as working while in the home environment,

ideologically seen as an environment of no-work and employed tactics to prove they

were working. One simple tactic used was showing management tangible resdts.
Julie, a teleworker who spent three days a week at home, explained her expenence:
'And so you need to show evidence of that so 1 aiways feel that the times I do

work at home are the times that 1 can show evidence too it seems."

4.3.2.2 Using technology to convey workhg

The symbolism of justification also had consequences for how technology was
employed. For those working at home the phone was a very powerfùl symbol. To
those worlcing at home it represented the door into the home office. Like a door it can
be shut limiting access to dl. A h , a nnging phone represented a knwk on the door

that could be answered or ignored. Many respondents, even when 'not workhg" or
finished for the &y lefk the phone on. If it rang it was a quick transition back to work

mode. To the respondents, king accessible by phone after 5:00pm was very much Iike
staying late at work even if they were doing nothhg. This was seen with the routine
employed by the majority of the respondents. Ed detailed the routine used by many of
the respondents:

" If 1 am satisfkd with what 1 have done I will just hock off and lave the
phone on and my office is right here and 1'11 corne out and play with my kids...l
won 't cal1 fonvard my phone to the voice mail. I'U lave it here until5:30 or
sornething like that so if a cal1 cornes in 1'11 be able to pick it up."
John detaiied a similar routine:
" A t the end of the day, you know 5 o'clock, 1'11 lave the phone on and then I'U

get a return cali from someone but I'm not doing work, I'U be in the family
environment...but it is easy for me to go and pick it up."

A similar routine was also used in the moming, as many of the respondents work
required speaking with clients or CO-workersin different time zones.
Mike described his morning routine:
"The show is open at 6:30am. When you leam the routine of when people in
Toronto retum calls you tum your ringer on by 6:30 or 7:ûûam."
These routines depicted a person as diligently working and operated as a powemil front

suggesting professionalism and hard work ethic. It was a simple tactic used by the
respondents to convey their diligence. What was not known was what the caller
thought. One respondent said that the people h e spoke with were impressed at his
diligence in working so late; however, he mentioned that this impression quickly

evaporated upon learning that he was worlring at home. Since the respondents were at
home it was easily dismissed by others that they were actually w o r h g , particularly if it
is after the close of a traditional office day.

The symbolism of justification used by the respondents was continuously enacted;
however, its effect appeared to be eady dismissed by those in the office.

.

-

4.3 2.3 Emphasizing productivity

The symbolism of justification dm influenced how the respondents porüayed
productivity. With the understanding of how they may be perceived the respondents
continually tried to convey instances of 'high productivity' to portray themselves as
continuously and effectively working. The respondents used detailed conversations,
ostensibly seIiing to their CO-workersand management their high productivity when
working from the home. The reasons provided reflected the nature of the home as

discussed in the symbolism of realms. That is, the home was a quiet, cornfortable place
where it was easy to conwntrate. Pam offered a typical example:
'The work I do and things I do in the moming are very wnducive to working at

home and not having any distractions. So you can really go, go, go."
4.3.2.4 Activity as work

The symbolism of justification had consequences in how the non-teleworkrespondents
presented themselves and how they undentood telework. To the non-teleworkers,
working was something that should b e done in the view of others. Darrin, a nonteleworker, wmmented:

" If you're not around then what are you doing?"
Biil's thoughts were similar:
" You don't know what they are doing. In the office you get a sense of who his

working and who is not. Those at home, who knows?"
Of course, Bill did feel that those who worked at home might be extremely hard
workers but rarely were recognized as such. Bill spoke of the difficulty of evaluating

his success in his job. He spoke of the need to demonstrate the activity 'unofficiaiiy"

because of the nature of the job. This activity hcluded worlDng the odd weekend and

long houn. Eking seen by the executives, particularly the president of the Company
who walked the floors after hours, had created a culture where it seemed that to
succeed one must be seen. As Bi1 noted:
"There is one guy who has been around a lot of years and teleworlcr but gets no
exposure. His career has suffered and he is trying to get his office space back. It
does not pay to be out of sight."

The non-teleworkers have rejected working at home for these various reasons. They

also saw their CO-workerswho were at home as less successful than those who worked
in the office.
4.3.2.5 Roviding evidence of professionalism

The symbolism of the front affectai how the rerpondents acted to manage their

appearance. The respondents believed that non-teleworkers did not believe working at

home was professional. While working from home the respondents still needed to

communicate their cornpetence even if they did not meet others in person. To the
respondents, professiondism was an important front to maintain. For those at home,
the need to convey an air of professionalism was almost entirely reliant on 'manner' as
most interaction was now occumng either through the phone or e-mail. The 'manner'

was communicated using elegantly styled e-mails or clear enunciation while speaking on
the phone. However, this front was somewhat unsatisfactory and the respondents
stniggled with how to present a fiont while working from home. Further, they saw
working at home as a limitation when trying to present a front.
The front suggests why working in the home was kept transparent fiom others by the

respondents. It also offers an explanation for why the respondents would answer the
work telephone outside established work houn. In the first instance, the respondents
were trying to portray the image of professionalism while hiding the fact that they were
working from home. This is partially due to the fact that when an individual takes on

an established d e , in this instance an employee of an organization, there are already
particuiar fronts established for this d e , for example, working downtown is considered
normal practice for organizational workers (Goffman, 1959). However, if an
individual does not h o w you are at home then he WU
judge your prof&onaiism upon
your manner and how you conduct yourseif on the telephone. In the second instance,
the respondents were trying to maintain the b n t as diligent and hard workigg

individuais.
4.3.2.6 Hiding the home as the workplace
The symbolism of the front also had consequences for how the respndents tned to

create an environment that was professional by hiding the home as the workplace. For
many of the respondents, working from home was incompatible with the idea of
professionalism and efforts had to be made to ensure that the receiver did not know
they were at home. For example, aimost all the respondents had work phone numbers
that transferred the cal1 directly to their homes. This action was completely hidden to

the caller ensuring they did not know the cal1 was routed to the home. Prestige is so
much a matter of symbols, for example the large, corporate corner office, that there is

a tendency to presewe a front which hides the insides of things (Hughes, 1951). The
respondent's need to hide the fact that they worked from home changed with business
relationships. Respondents readily told fnends that they were working from home
while business cokagues were rarely told. Frank's discussion reflected this point:
" You take the dog here you know, you'll be on a conference caU or something

and the mailman will come to the door and you hear the dog barking. That's a
Little, you kind of get used to it but you have to chuckle at it and say hey, you're

working out of the home. And you can feel, there's a sense that you feel that it's
not as professional, like you get that sense that it's not as professional..."

4.3.2.7 The power of clothhg

The symboüsm of the front also influenced how the fespondentsdressed. For example,
the concept of professionalism was still intertwined with the images of working h m an

office and dressing in business clothes (Le. a suit).
In face-to-face encounters appearance and manner are inextricably intertwin@. For

example, we expect that a scruffy, dirty, unshaven man in wom clothes will not 'put

on airs" and talk down to the individuals h e is asking for money. However, if this
scrufQ individual used a phone he could more easily portray an doof volunteet
canvassing for charitable donations. With the appearance separated fiom manner the
respondents aU could and did dress casuaily while at home while still maintainhg the
front of professionalism. Further, with the expectation that business dress was
required the respondents ail wore business dress when going to the office or meeting
with clients and colleagues.
When the teleworker Ieft the home it was expected that hdshe resume the role of the

professional in both manner and appearance. The most obvious change was with
respect to clothing. As Goffman (1959) writes:
" When one's activity occurs in the presence of other persons, some aspects of
the activity are expressively accentuated and other aspects, which might

discredit the fostered impressim, are suppressed. " @. 112)
The accentuated aspects made their appeafance in a front region or the 'fiont stage'.

Each respondent dressed professionally when meeting with others. This fit the
expectation that other individuals the respondents met expected them to be
professionally dressed (Le. dress clothes, suit and tie). lim's routine was typical:
'If I'm going out then I'U get dressed in a suit or something like that and if not
I'U just put on a pair of jeans or something iike that."

Moreover, the mental result of changing clothing was significant. What we Wear is a
powerful symbol of how we think of ourselves and our environment. Changing from

casuai clothes to business clothes helped the respondents with their transition into the

role of the professional office ernployee. Changing dothes also helped thern adopt a
business mentaiity. If not convinced of the abiiity of clothes to change an individuals

mentaiity as weli as convey it, think of the Line used in many television drarnas '1 think
1 will slip into something more wmfortable." One respondent spuke to this point

directly:

.

-

'1 tend to find myself putting sort of a business frame of mind on by putting on
business clothes. Now we don' t Wear suits to the of& normaily anymore.
We're sort of a casual operation. But 1 still find the achial act of getting up and

putting on dress clothes and going into the home office itself and starting to
work, you know, sort of puts me into an office frame of rnind."
Harold offered a similar point:

" 1 always get up and shower and put on jeans or khalos and try to be respectable
because it's part of my routine anyway. It's like if I'm grubby 1 have a grubby

feeling day. "
While at home, al1 the respondents dressed in wmfortable clothes ranging from sweats
to casual pants. Interestingly, several of the respondents laughed at people they heard
had to Wear the suit and tie at home in order to begin the work day and maintain the

mindsei of professionalism. This was inwngruous with the respondent's concepts of
working from home but certainly matched the concept of dress helping shape how one
thinks,
4.3.3 Control

Control is the third and final category. One assumption in the telework literature is that
control is given up by the supervisors and that the people who work from home
experience greater freedom than those who stay in the office. Management's conceni is

that employees will abuse this freedom and not contribute a full day's work.
Management is preoccupied with ensuring a good day's work is done and the concern is

that without direct supe~sionthis cannot be accomplished. There are several ways
that control was constituted.

Often people negatively associate salaried workers who work a stnictured eight-hour

day as having a union mentality. Salaned workers are expected to work longer hours
with no extra remuneration. This attitude was typical among the teleworker and nonteleworker respondents. At home, working these extra hours was not as necessary and
it was certainly simpler to escape the gaze of superiors who expected employees in their
office past 5:OOpm. Of course, this was not universally true and the responwt's aU

worked extra hours for important projects or imminent deadlines; however, t y p i d y an
eight hour day was seen as sufficient to fulfilling a good &y's work. Frank's dialog
offered an insightful look at a cornmon response among the teleworkers:
'If I'm in the home office, 1 found even though you've got the door and the

closure here I could tend to cut it off earlier. 1 tend to break the work off and
get back into the home, but it's a, you know, 5 o'clock like that's typical punch
dock type of thing, 5 o'clock, where you can't make any more calls or you
make a few more calls and what will happen, 1'11 leave the phone and then I'U

get a return cal1 from someone but I'm not doing work, 1'11 be in the family
environment. So what will happen, if someone wanted some information or
whatever 1'11 Ieave, 1 won't cal1 fonvard my phone to the voice mail. I'll lave it
here until5:30 or something like that so if a cal1 cornes in I'U be able to pick it
up. But around 5 or something like that 1 tend to break it off early and 1 found if
I'm in the oftice, depending on what you're doing, you could easily work until

5: 30. You know, your time or you've been talking about a project or something
with an advisory, you'il tend to easily go over, you don't look at 5 as a punch

clock. You just kind of work until kind of the resources kind of leave. When
you're here on your own there arentt any resources to kind of keep you. So it's
a discipline, you either, üke 1 say, you work until5 or you make your calls or
you do some tasks."
As

Frank's dialog showed there was some compulsion to work until5:OOpm but in the

home environment it was easier to break off earlier.

The respondents also provided examples that made it seem as if someone was watching
over their shoulder at home. Kirk stated:
'You do not do certain things during the day as the expectaîion is you should
not be doing that and somehow will be found out."
The explicated emotion seemed to be that the home really did not (or should not) feel
. - of what
Like home when workhg there. In the fiterature there was no prevailing view

wnduct was appropriate at home. However, the respondents understood that they were
expected to act in a certain manner and not exploit the fact that they worked at home.
Much of how the respondents determined appropriate conduct was denved fiom
tradition and replicating how they worked when in the office.

Frank highiighted the power of the time table and it's influence on action when he
described how his mornings used to be when he worked in the office:
" What 1 found is, [...] it used to be this kind of a mind set that you had to be in

the office by a certain time. It's like punching a cîock. Like, you know, you be
there at 8: 15, like if you're there at 8:30 you feel like you' re being remiss, you
know. If you're there at 8:00, hey, I'm doing great, I'm a keener, 1'm in there,
way to go."
4.3.3.4 Tradition helps determine the routine

The symbolism of normalizing judgement had definite consequences for the

respondent's encounter with telework. T h e respondents used tradition as one guide to
what others would perceive as 'normal'. Clancy, who worked three days a week at

home, in describing how he had armnged his schedule highlighted the powerfùl
influence of tradition:
'1 have a real hard time personally staying home on Mondays and Fridays still

because i think it's my own personal connotation of people sloughing time off
[...] I worked with people that called in sick on a Monday or a Friday or I had a

boss that would go to aftemoon meetings on Friday and you knew dam well that

he had his golf clubs, nght. [...] fie, 1 like working at home Tuesday,

Wednesday, Thursday but probably never or rarely will work at home Friday."

In this exarnple, the perception of Fridays as slack days lrept Clancy h m working

those days at home. Society has a compulsion with work; however, it is assumed that
at any opportunity we will not work." Hence Chcy's reluctance to work h m home

on a Friday may have derived from his ne& to convey to others that he could
. - be trusted

as a hard worker and as a person who would fulm his obligations to the company.
Similarly, the respondents foilowed the work &y their peers did even though they had
more flexibility. Al's description of his daily routine showed this:
'If you don? get yourself into a routine you start doing things, Lice I was doing,
having a shower at 9:W. So now I don't do that anymore. Now, like this is

kind of my lunch hour so 1 had a shower for lunch and it kind of refreshes
me..A kind of breaks the routine up. Do something different. So I'm still

within the confines of traditional times when we should work."

4.3.3.5 Rules of the company need to be followed
The symbolism of normalizing judgement also influenced daily actions. There were

'rules of the company" that had to be followed. First, was the idea of traditional

times that should be spent working. AU the respondents mentioned the need to work
within the confines of a 8-5 day (at the minimum). It was suggested that the work day

typically ended at 5:OOpm. As Harold stated:

'It is important to discipline yourself to follow a routine that's stiii withui the
rules of the company because every company says 8:30 am to 5:ûûpm. "
Often, rnindless tasks like delivering courier packages would be done to fill up the work

day and ensure an eight hour day was worked.

This has becorne an irritant with me. 1 worked part-time and attended school hilltime while doing this thesis. 1 was wnstantly asked when 1 would get a 'real lifewor
"

The rules were often not wntten and formai but unspoken and part of the corporate

culture. Frank 's rnoming ntual of going to the office highlighted this point.
'And it's funny, you h o w . Now it came from the people around you because if

you walk in the office late, you're noticed."
In the office, mles existed and the expectation was that they would be followed.

Ed, who worked from home alrnost every day, eied not to engage in 'home' activities.
However,at home it was easier to bend the rules and even though he felt some
discomfort it was not difficult to accept his wife's request.
So, you know, she'll corne in and just you know, borrow a car to do this or do
that. And actually one of the things that you have to watch is the tendency that

when you're here and she wants to go out and do something that, you know, and
the kids are asleep, that she'll just say weii is it ok if 1 go and r d y that's not
the way that it's supposed to work but we End of do it anyway."

Using Company time, even break time, to do non-work things or things not usudy done
at work during the traditional work hours of 9 to 5 was seen as a breach of trust. Many
of the respondents felt the need to rationalize this type of break. For example, Al

explained his routine of cleaning up the house d u d g the day ailowed more quality time

to be spent with his spouse. Julie stated she felt guilty about doing housework during
the day it but it saved tirne later and besides it woke her up. Guilt was a wmmonly

descnbed emotion arnong many of the respondents. The idea of working a set number
of hours and being diligent was the normalized view of working. At home it was easy
to do other things instead of work during the work day. Even though, many
respondents experienced guilt when they were not working during the work day and not

conforming to the nomalized ideai of working.

'start contributing to society" . This emphasized to me that schwl, like volunteer
work, is not viewed as 'work'.

4.3.3.6 Routines typically try to replicate work in an omce

The symbolism of normaliPng judgement was also instrumental in Uifluencing the
respondent's need to replicate work in the office. The respondents, by emulatïng work
at the office would ideally make worhg at home 'nomial'. Consequently, this would

make working at home equivalent to working in an office. Part of this enactmmt was
the respondent's need to shatter the concept of the home as a place of no-work.
. Another part of the enactment was that working at home raquired the individual to
create their own routine whereas at work it was something that was t y p i d y set by
what othen were doing, corporate culture, tradition, and d e s . At home the
respondents set their new routine by simply doing what was king done in the office
and adapting it to suit their needs.

Interestingly, after the first few weeks of teleworking each respondent had a distinctive
moming routine they used to begin the work day. It seemed that the one routine that
needed to be replaced was the cornmute. Moreover, the respondents typically
discovered a convenient way of functionally organizing their days. For example,
doing phone caiis in the moming and reading and writing in the aftemoon.
A non-teleworker commented:

" People like the freedom that they're having at telecornmuting, that they're not

smck into the 8 to 5 grind. Everybody shows up at 8, goes for wffee at 9:30,
goes for lunch at 11:30, goes for coffee at 2:30 etc. etc. etc. They like the

k e d o m and 1 think it's good for the morale. It makes people more inventive in

doing things in new ways if they have the feeling that they have enough control
over their lives to be able to do that, that makes them you know, generally more
productive and more happy in what they're doing."
It seemed that non-teleworkers assumed the teleworkers were doing theu own thing at

home; rneanwhile, the teleworkers themselves were trying to replicate similar routines

to people who worked in the office. One respondent even arranged to meet wîth
friends for coffee as part of her daily routine. Overall, the respondents developed new

routines in organizing k i r &y into functional activities and reproduced traditional ones
in how and when they worked.
4.3.3.7 Making working from home tmnsparent

The symbolism of normaiizing judgement had further consequences for making working

at home seem 'normal'. A simple way to achieve this was to make w o r b g- h m the
-

home transparent to aU others. In a typical workday there was the breakdom of other
peoples' routines because the respondents were no longer at the office. Thus to some
non-teleworkers, CO-workerswho worked from home inconvenienced them because
they were not readily accessible in person. However, the non-teleworkers did not see
this as a problem inasrnuch as the teleworkers did. Several respondents held the notion
that they must never irnpede on anyone else's routine. One way of doing this was
making working from home transparent to al1 othea.

To those working at home, one objective was to maintain the semblance of normal
activity and routine. Mary discussed the importance of not disrupting other people's
schedules:
" I'm more than happy to corne into the office for a meeting if the best time to
have that meeting is a time I usually spend at home."

Pam had similar sentiments. She had created a schedule that dowed her to work

momings at home and aftemwns in the office.
" 1set it up that way so people know where 1 am and prior to myself working at
home 1 worked with a lot of people who work at home and 1 didn't work at
home at that time so I'rn pretty aware of the difficulty if you're on the other side

of the fence, getting hold of people and aii that kind of thing. So 1just thought it
would be easier if 1 sort of made a strict guideline that way."
By malring working from home transparent to those in the office, working fiom home
could assume it's position as 'normal'.

working from home a 'normal' action.

This was a simple tactic that was used to make

Severai other respondents spoke of the need to be flexible and ensure that they were
available when needed. Except for one of the respondents with children, the purpose of
working at home was not to be the prirnary care givers. It did aUow greater interaction
with the children but flexibility was required and being house-bound was inappropriate.
4.3.3.8 Management's reduced influence

The symbolism of hierarchical observation had consequences on the manager's
influence on the respondents. The respondent's mangers did not ostensibly play a
particulariy strong role in influencing action or motivation. Only one respondent
seemed to be daunted by her manager. Julie highlighted how she felt her manager

reacted when she worked at home:

"The other thing 1 want to talk about is the sort of delicate line between your
boss knowing that you are working. I mean your boss needs to know that you
are geiting work done. And 1 know sometimes it is very subtle but 1 know times
that 1 don? have things to show him and 1 have been working at home he is not

100% happy because he wants to see the results. Obviously he doesn't want to
be paying m e to fluff around and so 1 feel the pressure to show those results,

although there are times when 1 do fluff around."

In this case Julie believed that she rnust show some product of her work to prove she

had worked. For the other respondents their managers had very little impact on theû
actions. This might be explained by the fact that the majority of the respondents were
expenenced in their jobs and had developed a relationship of trust with their manager
based on their cornpetence.
4.3.3.9 Evaluation as discipiine

The symboiism of hierarchical observation had consequences for how control was
constituted for the respondents. As discussed earlier, with the increased sense of
control, the respondents saw working at home as less stressfil. Julie stated:
'And it is also l e s stressful, quite a bit less stressfiil except for the fact that
maybe you have to produce something."

Julie's statement indicated that there was s t i i i some wntrol over her actions. Control
over the respondent's actions was now through evatuation.

Evaluation, always present in an organization, was important to the respondents who
worked at home. Many of the nspondents realized that since they were no longer in
the company gaze they had to convey their capabilities in other ways. One- decentralized organization emphasized the importance of scoring well on its evaluation

methods and the respondents from that company seemed particularly aware of the need
to propagate a reputation as a hard worker. Mike described this program in detail:
"This is another thing where your performance will kiil you, because they have
this thing cailed resource central and when you're finished your project,
everyone fioats: you have an assignment manager and you have a project but
everyone floats. If you work, say hypothetically, you work at home and youtre
lazy and you don? do anything your project manager is going to know that your
performance sucked, right, so when youtre done that project you go into this

thing called resource central, you float, nght. You're a free agent waiting to
apply for it...So if you're a dog working at home and people know you're a dog,
your project manager knows you' re a dog, like as a project manager say, I'm
lwking for a type of a person, a marketing penon. 1'11 get 3 or 4 applicants on

average per position. So who are you going to talk to, you're going to ta& to the
previous project manager. If you get that reputation at Axle as king a person
that doesn't work very hard and generaüy needs a lot of guidance and
support... what Axle does is reward people that excel and 1 don? know if other
organizations quite as clearly do that...And at the end of the day my assignment
manager and my contribution to the organhtion speak for itself. So if my
contribution declines or isn't there then I'rn toast. If it is then you're rewarded.
That 's the beauty of Axle. And that' s why Axle works in the telecommuting
environment because it's a very matrix oriented organization where
compensation is based on your performance...if your performance drops, so
does your matrix placement, so does your compensation. So 1can see in some

organizations you codd stagnate and kind of get away and hide but at Axle it's
very difficult to hide because your conhibution would drop workhg at home if
you're watching the soaps. "
The evaluation rnethod power wmpeiied the respondents to feel they must always be
perfonning or they wouid suffer the wnsequences of a failing career. Clancy
. - reiterated
Mike's point:
'If you work at home and just watch TV or whatever your manager WU
know.

Your performance will suffer. So when that project is done word will be out
and no one will want to touch you."
Evaluation methods also offered the respondents a rationalization to reflect their work
style as 'productive'. As Kirk stated:
" 1 think the results are reaily the only way you can judge people and if theytre

getting their work done then they must be doing sornething right."
5.0 Conclusions
5.1 Symbolic Interaction

This study lwked at the symbolic processes of teleworking using the rnethod of in-

depth interviewing. M y focus was on hdividuals who worked for organizations and
spent part of their week working fiom home. 1also focused on a particular khd of
work. That is, 1 examined work that often involved papa work, telephone cals, or
meetings. This type of work is often referred to as white coiiar work. Using a
symbolic interactionist framework meant 1 examined the multiple symbols of
teleworking and the rneanings of the symbols plumer, 1969). The study also exarnined
the influence of these symbols on the process of telework. As mentioned earlier in a

passage from Postman (1992), my study aspired to be a form of storytelling. I have
tried to interpret the events, examples, descriptions, anecdotes, and stones of the
respondents. The interpretations canot be proved nor disproved. Neither are they

universally applicable statements on telework. Instead, this study provided the unique
perspective of atternpting to understand individual sensemaking processes. This

understanding emerged through detailed indepth interviews and the use of the symbolic
interactionist hmework.
This study suggested that teleworking holds multiple meanings for individuais. This
became paticular'y apparent when those who did not telework were inte~ewed,yet

held strong feelings of what telework meant to them.

.

-

The syrnbolic interactionist understanding of telework aiiowed me to look past the

common themes prevalent in the telework literature and attempt to understand the
individuai sensemaking of people engaged in telework. What resulted was an
understanding of the meaning of the symbolic processes used by the respondents to
understand working from home. These symbols highlighted how telework was created
differently in each person's mind. The popular understanding of telework as something
different from normal work contrasteci strongly with these individual perceptions. For
each respondent the notion of telework was enacted in different ways. However, the
comrnonality of al1 the symbols was that they were r d l y just representation of aspects
of work as we know it. I realized that the symbols being uncovered and the

sensemaking occumng was not only about telework but really was about understanding
work itself. So, at another level, symbolic interaction uncovered several of the core
values or sedimented meaning held about work itself.
Section 4.3 identified many examples of the enactments resulting fiom specifically held
realities. Mmnings held about home and work greatly influenced the teleworker's and
the non-teleworker's sensemaking of telework. A foundational assumption of the

teleworkers and the non-teleworkers seemed to be the idea of work fiom home- The
respondents did not see themselves as 'teleworking' as much as simply working ftom
home. Further, in this study it seemed as though teleworkers tri& to replicate work at
home to resemble work in the office. In fact, many of the

respondents actions were

enacted to symbolize that working at home was similar to working in an office. There
was the desire to make working at home seem normal or legitimate to ail others. In

fact, legitimization of working from home permeated almost al1 of the respondent's

actions. The non-teleworkers had the option to work at home but chose not to for
varying reasons. The primary reason was that they did not view the home as a
legitimate location to work, mainly because they felt the home offered too much
temptation to not work.
.

-

Other actions separated the home h m work. It was important for the teleworker, in

various ways, to symbolically or physically separate work and home. By making a
physicaî separation, not only was working easier for physical reasons, (Le. less noise,

space to work) but perhaps more importantly, it ailowed the respondents to make the
symbolic separation so necessary to 'getting down to work'; that is, to focus,
concentrate and stay discipüned. Further a physical place to work helped construct this
symbolic place. This may actually be a ubiquitous characteristic of someone who needs
to remain motivated. For example, if you have a hobby, you may have a space (or
place) where you do it; a time when you do it; and perhaps most of aU a love of doing
it,
At the beginning of this study my goal was to use the symbolic interactionist framework

to understand the sensemaking of those who teleworked. The symbolic interaction
framework showed that at the individual level there were paaicular realities and
particular enactments plumer, 1969). I believed that with the creation of the word
'telework' a new syrnbol was developed dong with new reaities of what this word

meant and represented. At some point in the research I reaiized that by studying
telework ali 1was really doing was studying work itself. Thus, the symbolic
interactionist framework and the f m s on symboüc meanings and the influence of these
symbols on action reveded strongly held symbols about work itself. In fact, this study
has alerted us to some of the foundational aspects of work and how individuals interact
with them.

So if what we have been discuuing is the institution of work itself, then we need

a

theoretical lens that can encompass the institutional level and can relate the notions of

telework and work. Such an institutionai lens, which considers at the same time the
agency inherent in a symbolic interactionist view, is structuration theory (Giddens,
1984).
.

-

Telework is just an alternative way of working and structuration theory helps to look at
how work itself is being altued from one form to another, but that there are obvious
resistance's that try to reproduce the older notions of work. TeIework challenges the
existing work structures; for example by having workea do their work at home rather

than in the central office. If work is changing then, most likely, the nature of jobs and
the workplace will also change. Perhaps we need to rethink the fundarnentals of how
we work, why we work, and how we want work to evolve.
So what does the effort put into studying telework actually say about work? Giddens'
(1984) structuration theory provides a powerful frarnework for social analysis and

offen an excellent basis to help answer this question. Relevant portions of this
framework will be used to analyze what we can leam about work by the study of people
who telework.
5.2 Stmcfuration Theory

Stnicturation (Giddens, 1984) offers a holistic basis for developing an understanding of
how the interplay between human agents and social institutions unfolds and how social
change cornes about. Stmcturation is a theory that has been put forth by Anthony

Giddens (1984) with the focus upon understanding human agency and social
institutions. Giddens' theory provides an excelient way to look at work and examine

why it is changing. It is with this understanding of structuration theory that 1 see its
application in helping me draw my conclusions.

Structuration theory is a means to unite different paradigrnatic streams of thought and
produce a more holistic analysis of social phenornena. An excellent summary of
structuration theory is provided by Macintosh & Scapens (1990). 1 will provide only a
bnef overview of the key concepts.

Structuration rests on the central notion of the duality of structure. Structuration
. theory

attempts to show how social structures are both constituted by human agency, and yet at
the same time are the very medium of this constitution. Giddens' (1984) definition o f
the duality of structure is:

"Structure as the medium and outcome of the conduct it recursively organizes;
the structural properties of social systems do not exist outside of action but are

chronically implicated in its production and reproduction." (p. 374)
Simply put, the ongoing nature of society is a result of human action and the ongoing
nature of human action is a result of society. Thus, social structures guide hurnan

agency and are possibly recreated as a result of the actions carried out.
Structure is a process not a product or steady state. It develops through time and across

space and is defined by Giddens (1984) as:

'Rules and resources, recu rsively implicated in the reproduction of social
systerns. Structure exists only as memory traces, the organic b a i s of human
knowledgeability, and as instantiated in action. " (p. 377)
Rules are seen as either interpretive or normative. Normative rules represent structures

of legitimation. Interpetaiive rules create signification that provide ways for actors to
interpret events.
Giddens ( 1984) describes resources as being of two categories, authoritative and
ailocative. Authoritative resources are capabilities which generate command over

persons while allocative resources are capabilities which generate command over
objects or nature.
Agency then arises h m the individual's knowtedge of the des and capacity to utüuc
resources. On an individual basis, this capacity for agency is formed by rules and

resources awilable in a person's particular social position which is defieci- by
- gender,
wealth, social prestige, class, ethnicity, occupation, generation, and education. Agency
differs in extent according to social position.
According to Giddens, the human need for ontological security lads us to repeat
routine patterns of behavior that unintentionally reproduce existing structures.

However, all agents have the ability to deploy a range of causal powers and thus, ail
power relations involve sorne son of conflicting interaction of control. The agent is
presented by Giddens as operating in both a deterrninistic marner and a volunraristic
rnanner.
Just as agency is a cornplex notion with many facets, so too is the notion of structure.
Giddens (1984) provides a structuration fkamework which includes three dimensions of

structure: signification, domination, and Legitimation. Macintosh (1994) described
these dimensions as follows. Signification provides meaning. It is the abstract cognitive

dimension used by agents for communication and understanding. It inciudes organized
webs of semantic codes, interpetive schemes and discursive practices. Domination
provides Muence. It is the blueprint for power relations of autonomy and dependency.
It is wncerned with aiiocative and authoritative resources that provide for the

coordination and control of people and things. Legitimation provides morality. It is the
shared set of values and ideals, normative rules, mutual rights and moral obligations.
Structuration theory offers a means to understand the factors that influence work such
as the underlying ideologies of work and home. Specifidy, the theory can provide
insight into understanding work by examining agency, existing social stnictures, and

the nature of the interaction between the No. The teieworkers can be seen to be
working at the agency level while structure is the edifice of work. The symbols
uncovered during the symbolic interaction help us understand the interaction beween
agency and structure.
5,2,1 Structure

.

-

Structure represents the institutional forces that influence how the respondents
conducted their activities. The influence of the symbolic fealities on the actions of the
respondents provides insight into the structure of work. Smith (1998) in examinhg the
corporate culture of women, noted that any work arrangement that deviates fiom the
norm needs to be legitirnated by those doing it. Attempting to move outside the

boundaries of what is perceived as a normal work arrangement highlights the imrnutable
structure of work. For example, work ideology affects where work is located (Le.
central office space), the nurnber of hours worked, control of employee's actions, and
how time is spent dunng the day. Work itself is perceived as inevitable. That is, work
is something we ail need to engage in to live. Moreover, work provides many with an
identity of who they are; for example, an officer of the law when asked what his job is

mig ht reply '1 am a policeman. "
Fundamental to the structure of organizational work is the belief that the central work
office is utterly necessary in order 'to work'. So the dominant structure of how work
should be organized was impacting how telework was constituted by the respondents.

The respondents main concern was with legitimation of telework. The time sp«it
manufacturing symbols by the respondents was a direct result of trying to wnvey
'work'. Also, the respondents attempted to replicate notions of the office at home to

make the home more like the office. There were three structures of work that were
prevalent in the respondents experience of telework. They are the ideology of home
and work, the panopticon, and the clock.
5.2.1.1 Ideology of Home and Work

The ideology of the home and work greatly influenced the mind-set of the respondents.
A structure of signification highiighted by the research is that mentally and spatially,

home and work signify two very different realms. One result of this was the need of
the teleworkers to separate work and home. The simplest way was through the use of

space (Le. creathg an office space). To the respondents it seemed that demarcating the

work and home was necessary in order for them to make sense of either realm.
The
- separation of home and work was essential to the non-teleworkers who's opinion of
what activities belong where was especially demarcated.
Modem society has created very separate notions of the home and work. We rarely
expect the home and work to be inextricably woven together (Nippert-Eng, 1995).

Instead we see the home and work as separate activities and realms. In each, we enact
different realities. This was particularly true when the respondents were new to
working fkom home and needed to develop new notions of the home and work.
Further, home and work were culturally viewed as binary opposites. Thus, home was

equivalent to no-work. So working at home or the place of no-work was a difficult
notion for many to embrace.
A consequence of the work ideology and of modem society is that unless you are from

the capitalist class or from a class of people such as artists, it is difficult to convey
effectively that you are working unless you can show some widely accepteci symbols
that connote work. For the respondents to convey that they were workhg when at

home, it was insufficient, readily apparently from the respondents discussions, to let the
products of their efforts speak for what they had done. There appeared to be afett need

to continuously convey that they were in the process" of worlàng. The office worker
may not need such explicit symbols because the very act of belmg at the office is

symbolic of work being done. At home, the respondents cast about for symbols to
convince 'people' they were not engaged in no-work (Le. home) but rather in work.
The most obvious symbols seemed to be the ones that 'automatically' connoted work.

This included always king accessible and detailing how effective and productive
working at home could be.
The concept of professionalism is a structure of legitimation. The idea of
professionalism pervaded the respondent's understanding of office work. For example,
clothing wom was either seen as professional or unbcfitting an office environment.
- Further, part of the respondent's understanding of telework developed from theu beiief
that the home was a less professional workplace than the office. To the nonteleworkers, it seemed that those who worked at home were not important enough to
have an office in the thick of things. The respondents reaction was to make w o r h g

from home as closely resemble working in an office as possible by reproducing notions
of the office. It was only with this legitirnation that they could embrace the home as the
work place.
The existing work structures compel individuals to legitimate their work. Seen from

this perspective it is not surprising that the respondents al1 received comments fiom CO-

workers, friends, and even neighbors who were fascinated, yet harbored some disbelief
that they could actually work at home. Und1 the home gains new signification as a
legitimate place of work this reaction will continue thus creating the means to
undervalue teleworkers and working from home.
5.2.1.2 The Panopticon

The panopticon (Foucault, 1977) refers to the architectural innovation of Jeremy

Bentham that brought together the innovations of the disciplinary power. The

panopticon was initially designed for t h e criminal element but Bentham also envisioned
it's use in schools, factories, barracks and madhouses. The architectural plan was to

have a centrai tower encompasseci by an annular building. The idea was that the rooms
in the annuIar building would isolate individuals in a smaU room where they could be
watched by individuals in the watch tower. Each cell would have a wïndow on the
inner and outer ce11 to illuminate al1 the inhabitants b the observers in the watch tower.

The major effect of the panopticon was to use visibility to utterly control. In Foucault's

(1977) words:

"The panoptic mechanism arranges spatial unities that make it possible to see
constantly and to recognize immediately. In short, it =verses the principle of

the dungeon; or rather of its three functions-to enclose, to deprive of light and
to hide-it preserves only the fint and eliminates the other two. Fulllighting
and the eye of a supervisor capture better than darkness, which ultimately

protected. Visibility is a trap." @. 200)
The respondent's panopticon is signified by evaluation methods. Part of the need for

evaluation methods is management's need to exercise power and stiU influence the
actions of their employees. Another part of the need for evaluation meihods is derîved
by the respondent's replacing the need of direct feedback from others to h o w they are

doing well. Further, as mention& in the symboIism of the front, many respondents
understood that with iess face to face interaction it was more difficult to manage other's
perception of them. Less direct, non-verbal feedback was unavailable to assess if the
work they provided was adequate. The respondents believed or wanted to believe that
the only way to judge people nowadays was by results. Thus, 'objective' evaluation

methods, while acting as a panoptic, were actuaiiy sought out.

Work includes a structure of domination; that of the employeelemployer relationship
and the exercise of power between the two. The panoptic represents a form of power

that displays itself automatically and continuously. In the office, visibility is the
panopticon. At the home office the panopticon refers to the control of conduct while
working at home. With teleworkîng the exercise of power is changed. D k t
management is no longer possible and a certain amount of trust is required between the

managers and those working from home. However, with the respondents, the
managers were still able to exercise some power via evaluation methods. The
respondents perceived evaluation methods to be the new forrn of control over their
work performances. Evaluation took on a new level of signification for many of the

respondents because their interaction with their management was minimal, yet, it was
still important to the respondents to h o w how they were doing.

In an office environment conduct is rendered appropriate by the effects of visibility

alone. When individuals began working at home they were no longer under the direct
gaze of CO-workersor their managers. With this infiuence gone what replaced
. - it?

What was the affect of the individuals who worked at home? How does management
know they are working? Other authors have highlighted the problem of power and
control within the telework domain and recognize that fundamental changes are
required (Chamot 1987; McQuarrie, 1994). Of interest is the idea of trust between the
worker and the employer and how control is instituted (if at all) over people in their

homes. It seerns that the respondents provided their own means of control using time;
however, evaluation techniques seemed to have eievated significance for many of the
respondents. Foucault's (1977) ideas on the panopticon illuminates the sensemaking of
the teleworkers.

Visibility or 'being seen working' by others was a powerful legitirnation structure. At
the work place the specific symbol of productivity is partially resolved merely by being
seen. Indeed, visibility in the office acts as the panopticon. For the respondents being
visible was not literal in the sense of being seen, but rather being recognized as part of
the contributing t a m . To the non-teleworkers it was iiierally a matter of king seen or
noi being seen. The non-teleworkers held the strong belief that those who worked at

home out of sight of management and CO-workerscould not possibly be working.
Reproducing this notion of work for those working at home was physically impossible;
however, legitimiration symbols were criticai in communicating the process of work.
This was primarily enacted by always being accessible to CO-workers. This included
makhg arrangements inconvenient to themselves to attend meetings and ensuring the

work phone was answered at ali times. This structure's dimension must also include the
notion of trust. To many of the respondents, trust, or rather, that they could be trusted
was part of their understanding of why telework would succeed for them. That is,

many of the respondents had developed a level of tnist with theu management and to a
lesser extent their CO-workers. With trust the need to legitimate working at home was
reduced.
In this Light, it begins to make sense that the respondents would seek out evaluation

methods and initidly not resent the panoptic power of the evduation methmis.
Ah,
- using evaluation techniques might alleviate some wncerns of management in having

employees who work from home.
5.2.1.3 The Clock

To masure 'time' we use the clock. The clock originated in the Benedictine
monasteries of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and was used to signal the canonical

hours. As Postman (1992) notes, "the clock is a means not merely of keeping track of

the hours but also of synchronizing and controlling the actions of men." It's influence

on how we think is profound. Think, for example, of the multitude of actions
controlled by the clock. It marks the time the Sun nses, offers guidelines on when we
should go to bed, tells us when Our favorite television program is on or controls things

like the hours of operation of the retail stores where we shop or when we start and
finish work. For example, to the respondents it seemed that work was something that
began at around 8:00am and ended at 5:00pm. Time wîthin these parameters signified

'cornpany time'. Any time spent not working in these parameters required
rationaking. As Frank, a full-time teleworker, stated:
'If you're supposed to be in the office at 8:30am then you should be technically
starting work at 8:3Oam."
Foucault (1977) details the time table's three great methods; 'establish rhythms, impose
pmicular occupations and regulate the cycles of repetition." This concept ha had a
profound affect on modem work life. Working in an office lends itself to a time table

to efficiently use organizational resources. For exarnple work begins at 8:00 am sharp.
At 10:15 a break is to be taken for no more than 15 minutes. At 12:OOpm lunch is to

be taken and work again resumes at 12:45. This rigid time table insures that a l l
organizational personnel are working at the same time and that resources are accessible
during these times. In fact, union contracts typically stipulate strict time constrictions
outlining what is work time and what is the worker's time. White colla work is

perceived as more flexible, however, in actuat practice this may not necessarily be tme.
Working at home should require even less rigid adaptation to a time table, however,
this was not tnie for the majority of the respondents who had some difficulty breaking

away from the rigidity of the time table. This is very reveaiing about work and how
it's structures are resistant to change.

The respondents al1 felt some compulsion to work standard hours and to work a certain
number of hours each week. This fits Giddens (1984) belief that the human need for
ontological secunty leads agents to repeat patterns that unintentionaily reproduce
existing structures. The respondents reproduced the work time table of the office at

home. This fulfilled the need to Iegitimate their home office. Interestingly, it seemed
that the individuals 1 interviewed did not have the flexible tirne management often
touted as one of the benefits of office and telework. Further, the teleworkers, who

seemingly had complete flexibility, rarely took advantage of working flexible hours. It
seems that the flexibility of office workers is a workplace myth that is calleci into

question by studying telework. In fact, the hours of 8:00am until5:Oprn signined the
notion of company time and it was difficult for the respondents to spend this thne on
non-work activïties.
As time is so symbolically influential, it is not surprising that it played such a large role

in the sensemaking of the respondents and as one of the foundational aspects of the

structure of work.
6.0 Implications

Imagine a world where everyone worked fiom home. Imagine yourself working from
home al1 the time. To most, both seem unlikely scenarïos. Part of the dificulty is

envisaging work as something other than what it currently is. Work seems to be
irnmutable. It is difficult to conceive of it ever King altered, let alone replaced by
something else.
How work is currently organized dominates the validity of any other structure of work.
Part-time work, shared work, and remote work, arnong other variations are
- -compared

to the typicai centrally organized office structure. So if we are looking to the fbture
and want to do a little theoretical speculation and examine what work will look iike we

need to go back and look at the structures highlighted thmugh the examination of
telework and speculate which ones will erode, stay the same, or mutate into new
stxuctures (Zuboff, 1988).

To look at where work is going requires knowing where the home is gohg (NippertEng, 1995). With the alteration of the ideology of the home it can be argued that there
will be a resultant change in the ideology of the workplace. But how is the home
changing? The home has becorne las insulated from work. While we can and do

bnng work home we rarely bring home to the onice. While we personah our offices

with pictures of out families or instances of Our lives or share anecdotes with coworkers we are encouraged to mini&

the arnount of home we bring to work

(Nippert-Eng, 1995). Bringing work home, however, is often encouraged. We may

have worked the occasional weekend and evening but now the ability to work aiI &y
everyday at home has arrive.. The home is now an extension of the office. Empirical
evidence of this is seen through the increasing number of houses that incorporate home

offices into their floor plan (Gurstein, 1990). Another, of course, is the increasing
number of people that are in fact working from home (Gartner Group, 1996). It seems
that one conjecture we can make is that the once private space of the home is becoming
public space and being invaded by work. With the home office perceiveci as 'public
space' ii wül be easier for co-workers and management to view the home office as a

valid location for work.

The home will take on new social meaning (Nippert-Eng, 1991). It will be seen as a
part-time office. The home will be one retreat to work on reflective tasks. It will
operate as another workpface and an alternative to the office, possibly offering a break
fkom the office community. Moreover, because more time is spent at home during the

day a sense of neighborhood community might arise. If this m u r s the importance of
the office as a key socialization realm could be reduced. ui fact, this study. -suggests the

importance of the office as a place of community is already eroding. Moreover, one
fmding in this study was. that aithough many of the respondents worked in a large office

they had minimal contact with their peers at this location. The people they actualiy
worked in conjunction with were typically located in other cities. As a result,
interaction with office pers was limited suggesting a teduced importance of the office
as a place of community. Perhaps a new social role wili be created for the home or the

worker. The nature of the office as a place of community and socialization is still
strong; however, the community in which we Live may be renewed as the place to
engage in social contact.
Structure formulation suggests that change m u r s through action from the agents who
control the resources, in this instance the employers. Employers will resist the change
to the corporate structure to accommodate more flexible work arrangements, however,

their power will be mitigated by the need to offer flexible work arrangements in order
to recruit new workers. This interplay of power suggests that even those who exercise
the power do not have complete authonty and that power itself has duality in its

structure.
Emptoyers do not want to give their employees complete fieedom nor do employees
expect it. Empioyers need to see and touch their employees some of the time. Further,
companies need their employees to act together. Think of a small company and how it

begins to thrive. Fint, two or three people start the company and need a common
place to work and share expenence. As the company grows more people are required

to help manage the work. Further interaction is needed with the new workers to enable

It is difficult to imagine how the structure of time wiil erode. Within our global world
time controls too many aspects to see it's importance as one of work's key structures

dwindle in influence: countries still look at the number of houn worked as a key
indicator for employment; unions negotiate on hours worked and hours required for

breaks; companies typically pay by the hour; and salaries are negotiated with an
implicit understanding of the hourly wage king paid. However, with more-individuals
working 'out of sight' perhaps there will be less emphasis on the number of hours
worked as an indicator of performance. Further, individuals will stiü adhere to time
schedules but perhaps build some flexibility into their days.
So what happens to working at home? While telework challenges the centralized
structure of modern corporations, it seems that it does not yet chreaten to topple it.
Telework and other non-traditional work patterns wiil become accepted work
configurations. But to finish with some wild conjecture; if any place can be the 'office'
then the phenornenon of telework disappears and we are left with just 'work'. However
unlikeiy this rnight appear it is conjecture based on the reasoning that the structures

identifiai as eroding seem to suggest an evolution where work will become severed
from the organization. Ideally, the work lacation or the organization worked for will
no longer matter. Employees wili split their time between any location they desire to

work from and for any organization. Trust will reenter the work realm and become
ingrained in the work culture. But can we optirnistically hope for this putative notion of
work? Why not? Without some notion of how we want work to evolve we cannot

influence its evolution.
7.0 Limitations

Certain constraints exist in a study of this nature (Cresweli, 1994). Foremost, is the
access to information. Various respondents rnay consciously or unconsciously withhold
information that could alter the understanding of the research. Second, the data
collection was rnainly restrîcted to in-depth inteMews. Using other methods of data

collection may have uncovered other information that aitered the understanding of the
research.
8.0 Suggestions for Further Studies
Telework is a concept that needs to be examineci from two perspectives. First,

telework refers to a broad package of workhg arrangements. The current Iiîerature
provides answers in this regard. Second, telework has to be viewed as an enabler.
This is where the literature f d s short. The iiterature has taken a technoIogîcaiiy
deterministic approach without trying to understand the cornplexities of work itself.
Further, many of these authors are working under the assumption that d l teleworker's
experiences are the same. This perspective minimizes the role that individuals play in

the process of change.
Reaching organizational excellence requires a much more profound, informed
understanding of how work is experienced and understood. With the combined
knowledge of these two perspectives the transition to reaching organization excellence
can be creatively attacked. Also, this study suggests

the benefit of paying greater

attention to individual work styles and the needs of the individual. We are ail different
and we need to leverage that individual diversity.
It is with this understanding and objective that I believe the syrnbolic interactionist

methodology can be used to research and benefit other areas of the telework and work
domain. 1 researched working at home. In this study 1 examinai both work and the

home in deiail. What 1 neglected was an indepth understanding of the office and it's
purpose. A study on the purpose of an office wodd provide immense illumination on

both teleworking and again on work itself. It seerns that for now there is some need for
people to go into the office. Several respondents even stated that they have "absolutely

everything" they need to work from home, however, they stiU go into work. At some
level the home office did not fulfill aII the needs of the respondents. This raises the
question 'what is an office for?" To many of the respondents the work place was a

place of prestige and wrnmunity. Work also provided identity to who they were and
possibly, to some degree, their worth. Other answers might be for visibility,

companionship, separation of the home and work, and habit. For the rnajority of the

respondents home was not viewed as an all day alternative to the office. Identifying
what needs an office fulf3is would be a fascùiating and usef'ul study. Further, a
comparison between working in an office and in the home would be interesting. This
- would be more than just a cornparison of conditions, but rather a look at how each

realm is experiend and understood and how individuals act and make use of symbols
in the different spaces. It may dso be usehl and interesthg to look at wmplementary

areas of work experience such as fiextirne, part-tirne, taking work home, homework,
and self-employed home businesses. Al1 these situations contain multiple meanings

which are influenced by the symbolic process. Understanding the symbolic process of
these could reveal tangentid insight into the work experience and the work at home

experience.
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APPENDIX A
Interview Questions

Background
Family - Married? Kids?

Education

-

Cumnt Job Background o n the person's job
Tell me about your work?

What is your present position in the wmpany?
What are your major responsibilities?
How long have you held this position?

What do you particularly enjoy about your job?
What are some of the challenges you face?
The change in work style

Did you always work from home? How long have you been working from home?
How do you split the time between work and the office? (i.e. how much time spent at
each location?)

When do you go to the office Çif this is an option) When do you stay home?
Do you miss anything about going into the office on a regular basis?
Why did you begin working from home? Whose decision was it? Organization's?

Manager? Own? What was it like when you first began this new style of working?
What are some examples of how your job has been affecteci by working at home? Any
others?

What is good about the way you work?
What don't you like about the way you work?
Do you have a specific office space? Are you happy with iQ Do you use it outside of

work? Do others in the famiiy use it?

Are there any aspects of your job that you are unable to do away from the office? Do
you need to go into work to access anything? (baud m m , photocopier etc.)
Routine

How do you organize your &y? Do you have a routine? If yes, how did you estabhsh
it? 1s this dEerent than when you worked in an office?

Do you have a specifc routine at the beginning of the day? How do you make the
transition to work? What do you Wear at home? How about at the office?
Do you have a specific routine at the end of the &y? When do you quit for the day?
How do you make the transition to home?
Do you take breaks from work during the day? Why or why not? What things do you

do on your breaks?
Do you separate your work life from home life? (leisure, fmily) How? Are you happy
with the balance? Has your family life changed since you began working fiom home?

(Le. have CO-workersover for dinner or bring the kids to work)
Interaction
What has been affected in your interaction with co-workers?

How do you interact with your manager? How are you evaluated? Does working at
home change this?

Bow do you interact with others during the work day? (Le. phone, &mail) Do you

spend time with CO-workerssocializing? Do you consider this work?

Are meetings held? Where do you hold them? Do you ever have then in your home?
Why or why not?

Perceptions
Do you tell peuple that you work from home? Why or why not? If so, how do they

react to your style of working? How do you respond?
How do your colieagues do their job? How is it the sarne as your approach? How is it

different?
How do you think other CO-workersat your company who wrk in the once d&be

your work style? What do they think about w o r h g from home?
Do others in your company work from home? Do you share stories about working h m
home? If so, iike what ? Do you know of any others who work in a sirniiar rnan.netto

yourself? Do you share stones with them? L i e what?
If someone asked you if they should work at home what advice would you offer?
Other questions

What does the company gain from you working away from the office?

lose?

Technology
What tools do you use to do your job?

Things to look for
Dress - what are they wearing?

Setting - describe where they work

What do they

APPENDIX B
Descriptions of the Respondents

AU names and any references to companies have been changed to protect the
confidentiaüty of the respondents. These descriptions are included to help provide

some context to the various stones, anecdotes, and quotations used thmughout the snidy
by sharing what 1 h o w about the respondent's situations. I have also incIuded my

impressions of the respondents. 1 do not profess these to be completely accurate but
they provide some characteristics that made an impression on me in the interviews.

Further, when I met the respondent at their home 1 have provided some short notes on
their home office.
Descriptions of the Teleworkers
1. Julie Embers

1 Age of Children
1 Number of days worked from home/week
1 Years of experience teleworking
1 Dedicated Home Office Space
Shared home space during the day with a

1 NIA
13
11%

I No
No

spouse and/or children
Organization Size (# of people)

20

Julie work for a small research and consulting m. Her rrsponsibilities were initially
administrative in nature but have expanded to include some wrihing and editing. She
enjoys her work and is challenged by both the heavy workload and the expanded role as

a writer.

I
I
I
I

Julie is an enterprishg women who is very driven to succeed. She is complethg her

masten while working hill-time. She dœs not work full-time at home but only when
she requires. This typically results in working two to three days fkom home. Julie is

very wnscious of her manger's perception of when she works at home and taka great

pains to ensure she has some product of effort when she retums to the office. Since 1
inte~ewedJulie, she has had a baby boy, is near cornpletion of her thesis,. -and is
working only part-time.
2. Frank Edwards

1 Children
1 Age of children

l
1 16 and 18

I

1 Number of days worked frorn homelweek
1 Years of expenence teleworking
( Dedicated Home Office Space
Shared home space during the day with a

1 spouse andlor children
1 Size of local office

Yes
Yes

1
1 150

Frank has worked at the same Fortune 500 company his entire 24 year career. He
started in s e ~ c and
e worked his way into management. Recently he has moved out of
management and into sales. This move created the opportunity for Frank to work fiom

home. Xnitially, Frank split qua1 time between the o f k e and the home before deciding

to work completely fiom the home.
Frank's current job is to provide enterprise support for several large companies and act

as a rnanufacturers representative.

I
1

Frank is a very sincere man and seerned genuinely interested in pmviding thorough
answers. Our interview ended in an extended discussion about work in general. His

home office is at the very front of the house. It is separated h m the rest of the house
by very elegant French doors. The kitchen is visible h m the office and Frank says
that this is sometirnes distracting. He is thinking of building an office in the garage

because the idea of separating the office from the house appeals to him.

only thuig

preventing him from doing this immediately is the cost.

Frank seems fairly cornfortable in his setup at home. The office is decorated quite
handsomely and there was very Little clutter when 1 visited. In fact, the office was very
organized. A book shelf housed any work literature and the desk held the cornputer
and the printer.
3. Buzz Laroque

Age of chîldren

Number of days worked from homdweek

1 NIA
15

Years of exPenen& teleworking

4

Dedicated Home Office Space

Yes

Age

41

Shared home space during the day with a

Yes

spouse andfor children
Size of local office

1 30

Buzz is a 41 year old joumalist who aiso writes screenplays. He is also the president of
a Company he created that provides corporate wrïting services. Buzz has opted for a

work iife that is spent at home or at a client's office. Buzz is extremely articulate and
has an undentandhg of the interview process. When we met at his home Buzz was

casualiy dressed in a turtleneck shirt (is this not what all writers are supposed to wear)
and casual pants.
Buzz works with his wife. They share an offiœ in a smder home (1500 sq. R)
outside the downtown core. The offiœ is about 12 ft by 10 A and is siniated on the
basement floor. However,there is a window thaî allows natural light to enter
- - the
rmm. Buzz's desk faces the wall and Linda's (his wife) desk dso faces the same waU

(i.e. Linda stares at B w ' s back). They have discussed moving Buzz's desk to another
part of the basement. Apparently Bua's voice is too deep and distracts Linda when she

is on the phone. The area where B u u suggested he may try working h m is best
described as a dark cubby hole in the corner of the basement. If he decides to work out
of this spot 1 admire his ability to work in poor conditions.
The room is painted white and appeared clan and bright. It did have a cluttered look,
somewhat akin to an antique shop, with various office artifacts distributeci around the

room. There was one piece of abstract art hanging crookedly over Buu's desk.
Both Buzz and Linda have there own pnvate Lines and answering machines. B u z has a
headset h e uses while working (Le. interviewhg clients). Interestingly, he takes notes
of interviews using a pen and then transcribes them into the computer even though his
typing ability is suffient to do it directiy. He finds that ushg the pen and paper

dows him to listen more attentively. Also, the typing can be heard by the client on the
other end of the phone. Both Buzz and Linda have computers. Buzz has a laptop
computer and an Intemet connection. E-mailis a recent twl that Bua has begun to use
and he finds it extremely useful. For example, he can send his work for an edit without
leavîng the office.

4.

Ed Jones

Married

Yes

Children

Yes

1 Age of chiidren
1 Number of days worked from horndweek

1 2 and 4
15

I

1 Dedicated Home Office Space
1

1

Shared home space during the day with a

Yes

spouse andlor children

1 Size of local office
Ed works for a large truck and auto manufacturer as an area generai manager. He is

responsible for the operations of nine dealerships across western Canada. He began
working at home as part of a reorganization and pilot to test worfing from home. He
has grown to like working from home and does not see himself returning to the office

for the foreseeable future. Dunng the day Ed shares the home with his wife and
children. He enjoys this aspect as it allows him to reaiiy participate in his children's
development .

Ed has an office on the main floor of the house. The office is about 10' by 7'. It is
fairly cluttered containing a cornputer, f a machine (that could photocopy), tiling
cabinet and two desks. On the waU are pictures of friends and family. Natural light

cornes in through a window that opens onto Ed's workspace. Ed is content with this
space but mentioned that in their next house he will specificalIy look for a larger office.
The office was unremarkable in that it looked like any other office in a large office
building.

5. Harold Cost

Yes

Chiidren

1 Age of children
1 Number of days worked h

Il
m homelweek

1 Years of experience teleworking

1 Dedicated Home Offce Space

Shared home space during the &y with a

13

I

-

-

l
Yes

spouse andlor children

1 Size of local office

I 200

Harold works as a senior systems analyst on a reengineenng project implementing a
new software package for his organization.

I met Harold at his Company office where he spends one to two days a week. His

remaining time is spent at home. His office was utterly organized with no extra papers

spread across the office. I sense that Harold is an exact, rneticulous individual. He has
created what in today's times is an unique situation. Harold works part-time at a large
organization and is the main care giver of his 1 year old son.
Harold, in a past job, was responsible for rnanaging the technology and other

requirements for his organization's remote workers.

t

Children

No

Age of children

N/A

Number of days worked from homdweek

5

Years of experience teleworking

'k

Dedicated Home Office Space

No

Age

32

Shared home space during the day with a
spouse and/or children

1 Size of local office
Al is the western-Canadian controller of a large international technology company. He

recentiy began working from home. Almost of ali his work is now done fiom a home
office. Al offered an interesting perspective of someone who has just began working
from home.

He had just taken a shower and was dressed
comfortably in shorts and a Mickey Mouse sweatshirt. H e had just finished his lunch
1 met Al at 2 : Q m at his house.

break.
Al Iives in a condo in the downtown core. It is a smaller house that is only two years

old. Al uses his dining room table, a glas round table that would sit four adults, as his
desk. He has a laptop cornputer connected to the Internet on the table and a cordless
phone lying next to the compriter. At the end of the work day he typicaily moves these
tools out of the way. He likes his work space as it is on the main flmr and gets naturai

light. He did mention he wished that he had a traditional office and stated that in his
next house this will be one of the things he insists on.

7. Clancy Farmer

Yes

Marrïed

Yes

Children
---

-

-

-

Age of children

3 KA

Number of days worked fiom homdweek

3

1 Years of experience teleworieing

I2

Dedicated Home Offxce Space

Yes

Age

35

Shared home space d u ~ the
g day with a

Yes

I

spouse andlor children
I

Size of local office

80

-

-

Clancy is a project manager for a large telecommunications wmpany. His focus is on
understanding local competition. Clancy was extremely personable and we immediately
hit it off. As we proceeded he confided sorne confidentid and personal information to
me. This synergy between us aiiowed me to really probe him on some of the questions.

The i n t e ~ e wlasted about 2 hours. Clancy had strong personal views on work and life
and it seemed that he held values that were important for him to Iive by. I enjoyed the

interview and the great detail he shared was useful.

Clancy works part-time at home and the office. He is still working out a routine but it
seerns

that he will work 3 days at home one week then 2 days at home the next week.

Clancy had seveml awards around his office and seems to be an excellent worker. He
also mentioned that he speaks at events and has been given gifts for these presentations.

CIancy spoke in-depth about the trust required when working fkom home.
8. Pam Baker

1 Children
1 Age of children
Number of days worked from homelweek

I No
every moming, afkmoons are spent in
the office

1 Years of experience teleworking

2

1

Yes

Dedicated Home M c e Space

7

Gaœ during the &y with a

1 spouse andlor children
1 Size of local office

I

Pam works for a large firm marketing calling cards. Parn was friendly,however, the

interview was extremely short. She was quick and to the point. She mentioned that a
lot of her friends work from home and offered to introduce me to some. P m seemed
to feel more cornfortable taking about her friends.
Actually, the most interesting thing about the interview was when Parn brought up that
she worked mornings at home because of health problems. Pam stated she has stiffness

in the moming. She brought this up after the i n t e ~ e wand rather shyly. Perhaps the
tape recording was intimidating to her. My impression was that she would be happier if
she was able to work fuii time in the office. In the mornings, Pam does tasks that do

not require typing or other motor ski11 work (like phone calls and conference calls).

Pam was particularly interested in hearing how other teleworkers were similar or
different to her. She became much more interested in &g

after the tape recorder

was shut off and provided some interesting stories.
9. Jim Merlin

J

Age of children

N/A

Number of days worked from homdweek

5

Years of experience teleworking

2

1 size Of local office

I

l 80

Mike works as a project manager for a large telm. Müre is a very self assured and
independent (one might say cocky) man. He never came out and said it cürectly but he
thought of hirnself as a performer and 1 believe that his organization recognued him as
such.

.

-

Mike's goal is to go into business for himself in the next few years. He views working
from home as a useful stepping Stone in reaching this goal believing it teaches
independence.

Mike showed m e the unique on-line system his organization has created where you
apply for jobs. Thus, as your reputation at this company increases you can compete for
better and better jobs and are also sought after for jobs. 1imagine there is a lot more to

the system than meets the eye but as a motivator for ernployees it seems to be an
excellent idea. It suggests that this organization has some progressive ideas. Mike also
explained some of the unique human resource aspects of his company. This

organization rewards employees in various ways. Depending on your hot buttons you

can be rewarded with extra time off in Lieu of money or job relocation or work tems
abroad etc. It does not matter what it is, compensation becornes unique and
personalized for each employee.
11. Mary Piper

1 Number of days worked from hornelweek
1 Years of experience teleworking
1 Dedicated Home Office Space

1 rnornings at work, afternoons at home 1
I1
I
l
I

Shand home space during the &y with a

1 spouse andor children
Size of local office

Yes

I

I
600

Mary works for a large oil and gas company in the frontier business unit.

-

Mary is a technically oriented person. She is in her early thirties. My impression of
her is that she is a very comptent, no-nonsense person. She provided quick and to the
point answers.

Mary is the mother of a one year old. Both her and her husband are engineers. Mary
enjoys her job thoroughly. Her home is in the downtown wre. As 1 listened to Debbie
ialk 1 was surprised at the time regimented life style she leads. Her main reason for
working at home is to be close to her son. Mary has a full tirne nanny but being at
home allows Mary to be with her son at lunch and then immediately after her work day

is complete.

12. Craig Hope

1 Children
Age of children

1 Number of days worked from homelweek
1 Years of experience teleworking
1 Dedicated Home Office Space

1 No

1

1 NIA
1 2-3
1
l

I
I
I

I 80

I

Shared home space dunng the day with a
spouse and/or children

1 Size of local office

Craig is the d h t o r of information sentices for a large organization. One of his

responsibilities is the technical management of the remote access of teleworking for his
fm. Because his firm has outsourced many of the IS services he does not have many

direct reports. This may change as the company is examining insourcing.
Craig was to the point and alrnost brusque but still quite fnendly.
13. Kirk Mcbale
J

Married

Yes

Children

No

Age of children

N/A

1 Number of days worked from homelweek

15

Years of experience teleworking

10

Dedicated Home Office Space

Yes

Age

early thirties

Shared home space during the day with a

No

1 spouse andlor children

1

Size of local office

1
120

I met Kirk for a coffee where we conducted the interview. Kirk works for a large

distribution Company. Kirk represents a product line within his company and enjoys his
work. He has worked frorn home for over ten years and would have it no other way.
Descriptions of the Non-Teleworkers
1. Bül Murphy
L

ChiIdren

1

1 Yes

1 Age of chiidren

1 6 months and 3 years

Number of days worked from homdweek

O

Years of experience teteworking

O

l
4

1 Dedicated Home Office Space

l *=

1 Size of local office

1 75

I
.

-

Bill works for a large information technology senrice provider. Bill is a very work

oriented individuai and works long houn and the occasional weekend.
Bill has a keen grasp of his organization and what it takes to be successful in it. He
also had an interesting perspective of business and work in general.
2. Marlo Mack

Married

No

Children

No

Age of

children

NIA

Number of days worked from homdweek

O

Years of experience teleworking

O

1 Dedicated Home Office Space
1 Size of local office
Marlo works for the technology department for a large oil and gas Company. He works
longer hours in order to keep his work at the office. He does very Little work at home
and wili even go to the office on the weekend to avoid working from home.

3. Darrin Jones

1 Age of chiidren
1 Number of days worked from homdweek
1 Years of experience teleworking
1 Dedicated Home Office Space

1O
1O
l

1 Size of local omce
Damin works for a small market research company. H e provided an unique perspective
on telework because he had very stmng opinions on who should or should not work

from home.

